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I he Board of Regents approved
a 4 percent raise in tuition, bring
ing with it a higher UOP price tag
as well as questions regarding the
reasoning behind it.
"Other than the fact that costs
keep going up and we're trying to
do some things'for the various.pro
grams and do some beneficial things
for the faculty and staff," said board
chairman Robert Monagan. Gener
ally, a modest rise in cost will take
care of things.
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The Pacific m

News in Brief

Multiple changes recommended for campus

I Revised Mission Statement
The committee focused on re
writing the university mission
statement has revised their origi
nal draft.
The mission statement's pur
pose is to distinguish UOP from
other institutions, as well as high
light strengths and core mission.
The revision follows:
"The first chartered institution of
higher education in the State of Cali
fornia, the University of the Pacific is
a small, independent, comprehensive
university offering a wide choice of
high quality undergraduate and
graduate programs on attractive cami puses in Stockton, Sacramento, and
San Francisco.
"The University of the Pacific's
mission is to provide a superior, stu
dent-centered learning enviomment
integrating liberal arts and profes
sional education and preparing indi
viduals for lasting achievement and
| responsible leadership in their careers
and communitites.
"We accomplish our mission
through highly personalized programs
delivered in a caring, supportive, and
appealing enviomment. We seek to
strengthen self-confidence, initiative,
analytical and problem-solving abili
ties, and enthusiasm for leaniitig.
"Our mission motivates our fac
ulty and staffs dedication to excel
lence in teaching and advising. Our
i support for research and creative ac| tivity complements and informs the
teaching that is central to all we do.
"Our mission inspires our com
mitment to programs in leadership
development, community activity,
and appreciation of individuals from
diverse backgrounds. We are commit
ted to practical experiences as comple
ments to classroom learning. Highly
interactive student-faculty relations
and a broad array of co-curricular
activities that help develop students'
abilities are the hallmark of the learn
ing process at Pacific."

First Annual Fitness Fling
The First Annual Fitness Fling
I replacing Wellness Week, con
cludes tomorrow, March 22.
Activities include both interac
tive and informational workshops,
performances, a virtual reality ex
hibit and confidential HIV testing.
Today's 7th Annual Health Fair
highlights the week, with over 30
booths about health issues in the
McCaffrey Center. Sponsors inelude the Office of Substance
| Abuse, Stockton Athletic Clubs
I A^cmnCy students' San Joaquin
AIDS Foundation and Student
Health Advisory Committee.
The Baun Fitness Center also
holds an open house from 12 noon
to 1 p.m. throughout the week.

l

continued from page 1
need to be brought up to speed.
Some of the findings that Sasaki
discovered were:
• None of the residence halls are
in compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act. To meet the
standards set by these regulations, a
minimum of 23 accessible units
would be required on campus.
• Asbestos was found in three fa
cilities.
• Electrical systems will require
substantial renovation in the near
future for installing air-conditioning.
Sasaki is also considering select
ing sites to build new residential
apartment facilities. They estimate
that it will be impossible to convert
existing residence halls into apart
ments because of the building design.
Another topic was dining facili
ties. Sasaki reported that from recent
studies students, faculty and staff
have noted a decrease in their qual
ity of life. It was also noted that there
is not adequate seating capacity and
food quality is poorer in all of the din
ing areas.
Some major alternatives that
Sasaki wants to be considered are:
• Building a new dining hall as
part of a phased Campus Center.
• Building a new dining hall as a
free-standing entity.
• Rebuilding the Quad dining fa
cility as the central facility on cam
pus.

They also discussed moving a
central dining hall facility. One of the
areas would be South of Stadium
Drive, another was near Baun Hall
and a third option was near the
Quonset huts.
There was a lot of discussion on
bringing the Pharmacy School closer
to the center of campus. Several fac
ulty were adamant about bringing a
dining facility to the Pharmacy
School, making it more a part of the
campus.
"The faculty was honest and gave
comments that Sasaki Associates can
use when they are compiling recom
mendations, " said Jim Falcone assis
tant dean of residential life and hous
ing.
Sasaki Associates are leading us
in the right direction for change.
Their objective is not to make deci
sions for us but to listen to our con
cerns and who was what this meet
ing was essentially for," said Carl
Nosse executive assistant to the Presi
dent.
More changes will be discussed in
the next meeting when Sasaki revis
its the campus in late April. Sasaki will
continue to get input from those that
wish to supply it before the final de
cisions are made. Falcone said that
these have been the biggest changes
that UOP has seen in thirty years.
No estimate was given on how
much the changes would cost and
from where the money would come.

Dining hall complaints continue
continued from page 1

most popular among students across
the nation. Pizza, pasta, Mexican and
Chinese food are the most popular
foods across the country, according
to Striggow.
"We try to balance our menu,
since some items are higher in fat,
we make sure to have one low fat en
tree as well," said Striggow. "We also
make sure that we have one vegetar
ian meal a day."
While students are complaining
at Pacific, Aramark is serving its food
to other universities across the na
tion. Some colleges they serve on the
West Coast include, University of
Nevada in Las Vegas, University of
Alaska, Cal State Bakersfield and
Santa Clara University.
However bad the food, Aramark
workers seem satisfied with the quick
transition from Callison to Grace
Covell.
"It was a fairly smooth transac
tion, after the initial shock wore off
of Callison burning down. I guess
management worked fairly quickly to
open this up. They had it ready the
next day," said Ferenz. "There is some
crowding because when they had
Callison they had two dining halls
and now it's two dining halls crowded

into one."
Some students disagree, citing
crowds, lines and a smaller seating
area as a big problem for Grace Covell.
Angelica Nunez said, "1 thought
both of them were bad, but Grace is
worse. The food tastes awful, the
dishes are dirty and the overall qual
ity is bad."
Lineberry said, "They definitely
need more seating. There aren't
enough chairs and they close off sec
tions for some unknown reason."
Freshman James Anderson said,"
I like it better because it is closer, but
other than that it is the same old
thing."

Setting it Straight
The news brief entitled "Tu
berculosis outbreak" contained
several factual erros. Please see
Dr. Forsythe's guest column on
page 11 in the Opinion section.
We want to make sure the
stories in The Pacifican are cor
rect. If an error has been made,
please contact Editor-in-Chief
!ia* Lamping by telephone at
(209) 946-2115, by fax at (209)
946-2195, or by e-mail at
1 acifican(a>vmsl.cc.uop.edu.
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• operates out of a cramped ofn

\VPC jammed with furniture

jshelf made of horizontal bricks,

•"li vingspace is the last thing on the
of people who work at COPA.
-0PA, the College of the Pacific
ait Association, is the body that
sents the students within the
at school at UOP. It functions as
em. nterprising body of volunteers
aids the academic, social, and
mal needs of COP students.
i)ne major problem faces the
p: most COP students appear to
never heard of the group that is
osed to protect their interests.
Obviously they're not practicing
good public relations because I
no clue what COPA is," said COP
intDeanna Stephenson.
COPA sponsors various on-camclubs and organizations and
events such as Diversity Week
the African American Heritage
idation for Black History Month.
The big event for this semester is
COPA funded Faculty/Student
kbecue on April 14. The students
i for this through ASUOP, so all are
come to attend and enjoy the jazz
tad, food, and faculty versus stut competitions. Many students
at realize that they fund these

tents.

COPA is still trying to get its name

out and earn respect for its campuswide contributions.
"We're just supposed to be of ser
vice to the students by funding their
clubs," said COPA Vice President
Katie Wharton. "We want to encour
age interaction between the students
and the faculty because that's what
COPA's all about."
COPA wishes to make COP a
"more human place by involving stu
dents with service programs as well
as serving on university committees,"
according to a pamphlet.
"Our general goal is to get COPA's
name out through sponsoring activi
ties, writing the newsletter, the bar
becue, and getting more people to
participate in our election," said
Wharton. "It's crazy. Nobody votes."
Voting has been a problem on
campus for some time. When stu
dents of COP had to vote on a new
constitution, only 15 students replied
out of approximately 1300 enrolled.
"Encouraging participation in our
elections is the biggest problem," said
Wharton. "People complain about
who the officers are and how COPA
doesn't do anything. They don't even
vote to voice their opinion."
COPA receives $18,000 in student
fees from ASUOP. This covers their
office supplies, club funding, the
COPA newsletter, and communica
tion services.
Last year COPA came under scru
tiny for donating leftover moneys to

COPA president Deron Brewer stands outside the WPC.' office.
Anderson Y. This not only cast a
shadow on the organization, it also
created questions about the manage
ment of funds.
"We've had a bad reputation in
the past and this is a turnaround year
because we don't want to do anything
half-assed," said Wharton. "I want to
make COPA fulfill its potential."
Some students still find them
selves clueless as to their governing
body, and other feel that distancing
themselves is another solution.
"If I knew anything about COPA,
I'd be in the school of business," said
COP student Jason Donnelly.
The business school and engi
neering school have their own politi
cal representation. COPA heads the
College of the Pacific and the most

diverse body of students. COPA is still
trying to help COP create a certain
identity on campus due to its varied
array of students and curriculum.
The members of COPA include
three sophomore, junior, and senior
assembly persons. Other positions
include an office manager, a vice
president, and president. These posi
tions are all voted on by COP stu
dents.
Things are getting done, even
though some don't know about it.
"I know what's going on, I just
know that not much is going on,"
said COP student Greg Perkins. "And
it's not because of COPA that it's get
ting done."

Diversity Week generates sense of community
SYDENHAM
icifican guest writer

"Building Bridges Peace by Piece"
fte theme for this years Diversity
^coming to the UOP campus

'•(week.

After suffering a decline in turn

'over the past few years, Diversity
^has a brand new staff of 13 stu® and four advisors working to

•ionize and get the numbers back
Last year's one-person staff,
ar°n Chang, single-handedly
'ught in around 2,000 people.
Diversity Week was created in
jer to get Stockton community
•Jnizations involved with UOP stuntorganizations from diverse back
ups and perhaps build a long
;ing relationship that will help to
"power both the community and
Campus. "The purpose of DiverWeek is to get members of the
"nmunity familiar with the univerand the campus," said Diversity
eLs Campus Director Marcy Miller.
There is a theme for each sepa

Week activities.
rate day of Diversity Week. These
themes range from "Multicultural
Day" which features the Diversity
Fair, Art Show and Band Frolic , to
"Free Your Mind" which has a cam
pus soapbox with open mic to the
Pacific Live Celebration. "(Dis)Ability
Awareness Day" has several activities
planned including keynote speaker
Ken Medema who is a blind musician.
"The activities that occur coin
cide with the theme for the day and
are sponsored by the different student

organizations on campus. We are re
ally excited how Diversity has really
come together," said Miller.
The most featured event of the
week is the Diversity Fair Art Show
and Exhibition. On that day both
UOP and Stockton communities will
have the opportunity to showcase the
art work of many local talents. Also
there will be the opportunity to learn
about different cultures and how they
are significant in our daily lives.
"There are going to be a lot of in
formational booths displaying things
such as ethnic foods and there is also
going to be a stage set up where cul
tural dance performances are going
to be taking place," said Miller.
On "Spirit Day," March 24, The
Fourth Annual Gospel Festival will be
held in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
This festival features some of the best
gospel groups from San Joaquin
County, Sacramento, and the Bay
Area.
There will also be gospel groups
from other local colleges. This event
is sponsored by the African American

One of the panels from last year's
Diversity Week program.
Student Union and the Heritage As
sociation, ASUOP, UPBEAT, and the
Celebrate Diversity Week committee.
Senior Shelly Nolen said, "1 think
that Diversity Week is totally benefi
cial to UOP. I think that anything that
gives you the opportunity to broaden
your mind is beneficial. There could
not be anything bad gained from it."
Sophomore Chantelle Lowe said,
"I think that Diversity Week is a great
idea. It sounds like a lot of fun.'

News

The Pacifican

DeRosa playground built with UOP money
SHANNY EAGLE
Pacifican guest writer
UOP is going to spend part of its
budget on building a playground for
President DeRosa's two boys in the
backyard of the president's house.
The DeRosa family has been
struggling to find a way to accommo
date the entertainment needs of their
children since moving to UOP.
"There is no real place to play
here," said President Donald DeRosa.
The backyard of the president's
house is set up for formal entertain
ment. Besides the pool, the rest of the
space is covered mostly by pavement
and well groomed floral beds.
When Physical Plant suggested
expanding the backyard to fit the
family's entertainment needs, Karen
DeRosa proposed pushing back the
fence and setting up playground
equipment for the children who are
five and ten years old.
"We didn't need any more formal
space," said Mrs. DeRosa. "1 need to
think about my kids. I have children
and they are my number one prior
ity."
The president's house borders
Pacific Avenue across from Morris
Chapel. The fast pace of traffic pro
hibits the DeRosa children from play
ing outside.
Their retriever, Jessie, was hit by
a car and needed two pins put in his
pelvic bone. The pool area of the yard
has presented problems as well. A 4year-old friend of the youngest

Physical Plant is working on the site of the new DeRosa playground, located
behind the president's house and the Tri Delta house.
DeRosa boy fell into the pool, but was
unharmed.
The university installed an alarm
that sounds if someone falls in but,
to avoid further disasters, the family
would prefer to have a safe place in
their backyard for the children to play
with their friends.
An option for the DeRosas would
be to simply move off campus but
they feel that it is very important that
they stay close to the campus com
munity.
Mrs. DeRosa says that she enjoys
being able to have her husband come
home for lunch, having the students
for neighbors, and being able to walk
across the campus with everyone else.
"The more that you interact, the
less prominent you become, and the
less you seem unapproachable," she

Student attacked on
way home from library
CHRISTINEILL
Pacifican staff writer

I»

Walking home from the UOP li
brary shouldn't be a frightening ex
perience, but it was for a Phi Delta
Theta pledge who was attacked by
three men, according to Public Safety.
The victim's name can not be re
leased because the situation is still
under investigation, but the freshman
suffered bruised ribs and scratches to
his face.
The student was coming home
from the library at 8:30 p.m. on Feb.
25 when three men jumped from the
bushes and attacked him. He was near
the north end of Knoles Hall closest
to the School of Business when he was
attacked.
No suspects have been arrested
but public safety said the attackers
may be from campus.
"I suspect (the attackers) are go
ing to be students," said Sgt. Wayne

Germann. "It's hard to tell if they're
related to another fraternity or not."
He said that there is a strong pos
sibility that it was another fraternity,
but he is also looking into other pos
sibilities.
Germann said the attackers sur
prised the victim and then kicked him
in the abdomen, bruising his ribs,
then scratched his face with their fin
gernails.
"This is the only incident I've ever
seen like this in the six years that I
have been here," said Germann.
Germann said there was no sign
of robbery and the attackers did not
take anything from the victim.
The victim went to the Health
Center and then went to St. Joseph's
Hospital where he was treated, but not
admitted.
Anyone with information about
the case is encouraged to call Public
Safety at 946-2537. Individuals may
remain anonymous.

said.
According to Mrs. DeRosa, Physi
cal Plant will be doing most of the
work, and the Board of Regents is
completely backing the idea.

J

They plan to install a jungle gJ
a basket ball court, and a trampolin t
There will be no lost parking spdd
and minimal harm will be dome
surrounding greenery.
Students' reactions were mivtt
"I am sure that the kids new
and that is great but the timing is I
considering they cut football,
two months later spend UOP mow
on a playground," said ex-footb;
player, Nick Sellers.
"I think that the university kne
that they were hiring a president wit
young children, and are therefore
sponsible for accommodating thei
said junior Kari Dokmo.
There is only one problem
Mrs. DeRosa foresees about staying
campus: "When my son goes to col
lege he will probably want to live
first year off campus because be
have spent his entire life on a colli
campus," she joked.

Pacifican accepting
applications for Fall
DR. JAMES SIMON
Pacifican faculty advisor
The Pacifican is seeking appli
cants for the paid jobs of editor-inchief and business manager for the
1996-97 school year.
Once selected, the new editorin-chief will the launch a search for
candidates for other top editorial
jobs at the newspaper for next fall.
Applications for the two top po
sitions are available at the Pacifican
office on the third floor of Hand
Hall. Students interested in the two
jobs should submit their applica
tions by April 1. The Publication
Board is scheduled to choose the
winning candidates at its meeting
on April 5.
The editor-in-chief is ultimately
responsible for all aspects of the
newspaper, from the content to its
finances and dealings with the ad
ministration.
Students with good organiza
tional skills, writing ability and an
interest in campus affairs are en
couraged to apply.
The business manager is di
rectly responsible for the budgeting,
marketing, advertising and all other
business-related functions of the
newspaper. Students with a strong
background in accounting, adver
tising and management are encour
aged to apply for the position.
The Publication Board, which
will fill the two positions, is com
posed of members of the adminis

tration, faculty and students. It ap
proves the newspaper's budget, sets
general policy and serves as a
sounding board for comments hv
the UOP community.
UOP students also are encour
aged to apply for other editorial po
sitions at the newspaper. While the
new editor-in-chief will make fin."
decisions on jobs, the positions are
likely to be similar to the current
jobs listed in the newspaper's mast
head on page 2 of every edition. The
current jobs are: managing editor,
news editor, opinion editor, arts and
entertainment editor, sports editor,
and calendar editor.
Finally, the newspaper also re
lies on a staff of writers who cover
hard news like campus issues and
sporting events, write opinion
pieces and also cover softer events
like movie reviews, trend and
lifestyle stories. Some of the writ
ing positions also carry a stipend
Students interested in any of |
the positions also can receive aca- I
demic credit through the print|
practicum course.
Students with any high school U
newspaper, yearbook, or magazineexperience are encouraged to apply
English, political science and com
munication department majors also
are specifically encouraged to seek
positions.
While many college newspapers
are run primarily by communica
tion majors and upperclassmen.
The Pacifican often has more non
communication majors involved
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w h o a r e registered t o votec a n m a k e their opinions heardo n a
n/cn rnn SI
convicted murderers to protecting wildlife. Students who are registered
o so can vote for a presidential nominee. Here's a rundown on some of the ballot cnoic
wices:
5

192: Seismic
I Retrofit Bond Act
position

»\0
s act

t u c

*

e n t s

5

|iublicQn5

[

.

provides for a bond issue

Ibillion dollars to provide funds
(jsmic retrofit program.

josition 193: Property
|Maisal. Exception,
hdparent- C randchild
Transfer.

"•|aw

ends State Constitution by
squiring new appraisal of real
nty upon purchase or transfer
,ten grandparents and their
(child, subject to certain condiFiscal Impact: Property tax revlosses to schools, counties, cit;ad special districts of about $1
ion annually. School revenue

swould be made up by the state
nal Fund.

Proposition 194:
doners. Joint Venture
vijram. Unemployment
Benefits. Parole
MRY
Provides that prisoner's employ
ed a joint venture program
kin prison does not entitle the
ner to unemployment benefits
'eleasefrom prison. Fiscal Imminor overall fiscal effect.

,

Proposition 195:
Punishment Special
Circumstances.
Carjacking.
Murder of Juror.
my
ids murder during carjacking,
-^resulting from carjacking kidJid intentional murder of a ju

ror to the list of special circumstances
for the death penalty or life impris
onment without possibility of parole
for defendants convicted of first de
gree murder. If this proposition and
proposition 196 pass, drive-by
shootings, carjacking and juror mur
der become special circumstances.
Fiscal Impact: minor.

Proposition 196:
Punishment for Murder.
Special Circumstances.
Drive By Shootings.
SUMMARY
Adds drive-by shootings to the list
of special circumstances for death
penalty or life imprisonment with
out possibility of parole for defen
dants convicted of first degree mur
der. Fiscal Impact: Unknown state
costs, potentially ranging into several
millions of dollars annually in the
long run.

Proposition 197:
Amendment of the
California Wildlife
Protection Wildlife
Protection Act Of 1990
Mountain Lions
SUMMARY

This act authorizes the Legislature
to manage mountain lions to protect
the people and resources of Califor
nia. Repeals mountain lion's status as
specially protected mammal. Fiscal
Impact: Reallocates annually up to
$250,000 from Habitat Conservation
Fund from 1996-97 through 1998-99,
$100,000 thereafter, for mountain
lion management.

Proposition 198: Elections.
Open Primary
SUMMARY

Provides that all persons entitled

inn HO EXCUSE
!DOMini(VIOtlN(F.
1-800-777-1960

% 4

r

AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

Dine In & Tiue Out
3202 PACIFIC AVE.
STOCKTON, CA 95204
ONI BLOCK SOUTH OF ALPINE AVE.
H O N - SAT

11:00 AM - 9 : 3 0 P M
Family Violence Prevention Fund

Proposition 199: Limits
On Mobile home Rent
Control. Low Income
Rental Assistance.
SUMMARY
Phases out local rent control laws
on mobile homes. Prohibits new state
and local rent control on mobile
homes. Provides limited private sec
tor rent subsidy for low income, mo
bile home tenants. Fiscal Impact: Fu
ture savings to local agencies total
ing statewide at least several million
dollars annually.

violation of securities laws. Payment
not required if position substantially
justified and payment unjust. Losing
attorney may be required to pay.
Plaintiff's bond may be required. Fis
cal Impact: on state and local govern
ment.

Proposition 202:
Attorney's Contingent
Fees. Limits.
SUMMARY

Limits plaintiff's contingency fee
arrangements in tort cases. Requires
demand be made against defendants
and permits prompt settlement offer.
Fiscal Impact: Unknown net fiscal
impact on state and local govern
ments.

Half Price Sale
at

Proposition 200: No-Fault
Motor Vehicle Insurance
SUMMARY
Requires insurer to pay benefits
regardless of fault in motor vehicle
accidents. Requires motor vehicles
insurance with specified benefits and
coverage for injury. Requires prompt
payment or arbitration of claims. Fis
cal Impact: State and local govern
ment loss in motor vehicle registra
tion and insurance tax revenues po
tentially exceeding $100 million an
nually.

Proposition 201:
Attorney's Fees
Shareholder Actions. Class
Actions.
SUMMARY

Sandwiches • Salads • Catering

1433 W. March Lane
Phone 478-8646
coupon

Buy one large or
Ismail sandwich at th<
regular price and get
a second sandwich
of equal or lesser
value for half price

Requires losing party to pay win
ning party's attorney's fees and ex
penses in shareholder actions suits for

1 H!

Good only at Stockton s Togo's
expires: April 4,1996

coupon

JNTF. RNET!

•)The Flower Box
7135 Pacific Ave
Stockton, Ca 95207
Phone 477-7043
477-5574

to vote can vote for any candidate
regardless of the candidate's political
affiliation. Provides for a single pri
mary ballot on which the names of
all candidates are placed. Fiscal Im
pact: No direct fiscal impact on state
government and unknown, but prob
ably minor.

Save time on research & homework.
See things not published anywhere else.
Communicate with the world.
28.8 modems. PPP access.
Direct Internet Dial-up Access!
Get EMAIL & the World Wide Web.

Call for UOP Student Special
(800)446 - 7322 In Reach Internet, Stockton, CA

i it
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Rainbow of Cultures

Column

The semester of freakish
hellish accidents
KRIS PERERA
Pacifican staff writer
My good friend Todd once sug
gested that if you have a lot on your
mind, as soon as you wake up in the
morning you should write three pages
about it. He even said if your thoughts
were jumbled or you couldn't think
of something, to write at least three
pages about having nothing to write
about.
Seeing that I have a lot on my
mind lately, I tried this little exercise
and this is what happened:
Basically, last semester was the
semester of freakish accidents. It
started in October when my apart
ment burned to the ground and I lost
everything I owned. It's strange; one
minute you're recovering from a
hangover talking about taking
kickboxing lessons and the next
minute your roof is on fire.
Needless to say, that was a very
stressful situation and I thought
nothing could get worse. Of course it
did...a few weeks later I got into a
major accident on 1-5 and my car was
totaled. The kicker is that the yahoo
who changed lanes into me was wear
ing a Skid Row T-shirt and driving a
red truck with ZZ Top lightening
streaks on the side.
So when you think that nothing
else could go wrong, you remember
that bad things happen in threes and
that is when a 35- foot tree fell on
top of my brand new car that was
parked in front of my brand new
house since my old house and old car
had been destroyed.
However, these crazy, freakish
accidents are not the point of writ
ing this. The point was to talk about
how my professors handles the situ
ation.
When I came back to school, I
realized that some professors were
more sympathetic than others. Actu
ally, all of my professors were sympa
thetic except one.
Let me tell you what that one did.

She lowered my grade from a C+ to a
D because of my attendance. What
the hell is that?
I went to tell her that was simply
not fair: my attendance was bad be
cause my house burned down, 1 was
in a major car accident and a 35- foot
tree fell on my car. She said I should
have read the attendance policy.
This would have been fine and
dandy if it weren't for the fact that I
have to retake the entire class to get
credit for my major.
So here I am, writing three pages
to make me feel better and I'm think
ing about how I am probably not go
ing to graduate as scheduled and 1
have to take what was a ridiculous
class in the first place, again.
I would like to say this to Dr.
Nolan: God forbid you ever have your
house burn down, but if it ever hap
pens and you lose everything from
your shoes, to your notes, to the
stuffed animal monkey you have
slept with since birth, please think of
me and understand why 1 missed so
much Organizational Communica
tion.
Well, it worked...! feel better.

8026 Lorraine Ave. #218
Stockton, CA 95210
Voice: 209-473-5950 Fax: 209-473-5951
e-mail: roger@deltinet.com

Providing Local Internet access
for as little as $9.95fmonth.
Premium dial up accounts arc
available at $24.95lmonth.

• '

"How are you doing?" "How are

you f"
I would stop and think how I re
ally was doing. Much to my surprise
(at first) and frustration (later), the
person had walked on without wait
ing for my reply! "I'm fine, thankyou," I would say to the wind.
Strange...how cold these Americans
are! At first it bothered me, even af
ter being here for ten months; this
particular greeting still bothers me, al
though to a lesser extent. The whole
purpose of asking is defeated. I some
times do not reply. Ironically, when I
use this question, I expect an answer,
but I am afraid that the person might
think 1 do not mean what 1 say. None
theless, I wait for a reply.
"Where are you from?" is a ques
tion asked often. "Fiji Islands," I say.
[Americans reply] "Really?!" "Wow!"
and "Where's that?" Rarely, I meet
someone who knows were Fiji is. In
fact, sometimes they think Fiji is lo
cated in South America or Southeast
Asia. Other times I am asked if we
wear grass skirts. "Well, we run
around on the beach naked and we
ride horses and live in huts...etc."

"Are you serious?"
I just smile. I never thou. •
I could hate Americans, but 1 :.1
was the most depressing wet I t
had. I kept to myself, shutti: J
emotions and problems ins ( :
they were my problems, not a (
else's. Fortunately, I was able ti bt
myself out by talking to other! <
students and have been ha
good time, even up to this day
Prior to my arrival in the Staj
pictured Americans to be le u J
gressive, dominating, very 1 a
edgeable, rich and helpful pu)|
However, to my dismay, I foun rr
Americans ignorant of what v
pening, not only in the outsid
but also in the United States
On the other hand, althoi
most Americans are quite loud, thi
are those who are quiet. Sinnijf
there were those who wen \c
wealthy and rich, and those whi
middle-class or poor. Further:;,0
there were those who were frieii.
and helpful, and there wen th<
who held their noses up in the air
Stereotypes just don't work
though it maybe true that Annuo
have certain traits in common, ttn
like persons from all other cult .rJ
are unique individuals.
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Stockton's
„,
,
West Lane

955-5680

The Valley's Newest, Most Luxurious
Theatre is in your backyard!
Corner of West Lane & Swain, Stockton
Bargain Matinees in Stereo
Avoid the Lines! Buy your tickets up
to 2 days in advance at the Box Office

Secured Parking

DIABOIJQUE

F/S/S: (11:40. 2:104:40)7:10.9:40
M-TH: (2:10.4:40) 7:10,9:40

GIRL 6
F/S/S: (11 45. 2:15.4:45) 7:15.9:45
M-TH: <2:15. 4:45) 7.15.9:45

RACE THE SUN

PG-I3

F/S/S: (12:15. 2:30. 4:45) 7:00. 9:15
M-TH: <2:30. 4:45) 7:00. 9:15

UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL

PGI3

F/S/S: <11:10. 1:45. 4:30) 7:20. 10:00
M TH: (1:45. 4.30) 7:20. 10:00

R

F/S/S: (12:00.2:10. 5:00) 7:10. 10:00
M-TH: <2:10. 5:00) 7:10. 10:00

Local Internet Acces

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL
SERVICES

.

BROKEN ARROW

Delta • Net

Do you know where Fiji ii

DEAD MAN WALKING

R

F/S/S: II 1:15. 1:50.4:20)7:10.9:50
M-TH: (IJO. 4:20) 7:10.9:50

ED

PG
F/S/S: < 12:10. 2:45. 5:00) 7:15.9:10
M-TH: (2:45. 5:00) 7:15.9 .10

TWO MUCH

PG13

DAILY: 7:00.9:9)

MUPPETS TREASURE
G
ISLAND
F/S/S: (11:10. 2:00.4:10)
M-TH: (2:00.4:10)

Gift Certificates
Available at the Box Office
Presented in THX Stereo Sound

TIMES FOR 2/9-2/1 *)

_

Bently Nevada Corporation,

the worlds
leading manufacturer of rotating machinery monitoring
and diagnostic systems, has immediate positions open
for software engineers. Must possess a B.S. or M.S. in
Computer Science or Electrical Engineering with a CS
concentration, with a minimum 3.0 GPA in major and
overall. Citizenship or possession of permanent resi
dency is required (no practical training or student visas
please). Challenging and interesting work, competitive
salary and benefits, relocation reimbursement, signing
bonus and quality area to live are all part of the package
Beautiful Lake Tahoe is only 11 miles up the road
Bently Nevada will be recruiting at University of the
Pacific on Thursday, March 28, 1996, with a Company'
information session on March 27 from 5:00 - 7:00 p.m
Even if you can't sign up for the interview schedule, you
may bring your resume to the information session
Contact your career center for location and other
information.
We hope to see you there

)
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Co-op center

ii have you gotten a job yet? Getting down to business:
NADLER
Applying scholastics to finance
Services
r0NJAY

areer

hie Y°u
I :J getting
['This col
li jddresses
y of parkinterest
kiors, but
jfyou will
Lilly be^ a member
endangered species, so read on.
mpusrecruiting has just begun,
je very interesting schedules re. You've just returned from
J break, and the question most
was "Are you close to getting a
lis inquiry often comes from
family members, and occafrom that little voice we call
science. When you hear it, be
ed to cite how much you've
to date. "Well, I have written a
eand I've begun working with
lefrom career services on what
11 self-initiated search," and
done some on-campus inter;l » ng, but I haven't heard anything
Both are good answers,
'hen dealing with well-meanset insensitive individuals who
uthese inquiries, always say
ething positive and note a next
sou will definitely take. "1 am
fduledto take first steps and meet
jcareer counselor." "I've picked,
resume writing guide and I will
have a draft completed and criid." "I've heard Career Services
handout which clearly describes

Hon
"Mwd from page 1

to offset possible fluctuations in
Hie, according to a President
press release.
°om and board fees will also in; approximately 3.8 percent,
; 5200. This money will be aimed

the 10 steps I'll take to find a job. I'll
be there soon!" Use these replies as
you need them.
If you ever get into a heated con
versation with parents, respond with
the following information: UOP Ca
reer Services acknowledges that you
are a job seeker in good standing. You
are a senior who is aware of the ser
vices offered to those seeking to fo
cus goals, develop excellent job
search tools, and that you take the
steps required to find meaningful and
challenging post-graduate employ
ment.
You are a realist, knowing the job
search effort should begin as soon as
possible and that active and assertive
students find employment quickly.
This typically means three to six
months after graduation. While find
ing a job as of graduation may be a
good motivational target it is not,
chronologically and logistically, real
istic goal. Any parent, relative, or any
one with questions regarding job
search, can call UOP Career Services
at (209) 946-2361.
Upcoming campus recruiting visi
tors include: American Tourister,
Cisco Systems, Target Stores,
Teradyne, Olde Discount Stockbro
kers, Dentsply, Altamont Corporate
Solutions, and Yosemite Concessions.
Until next week, keep taking steps
toward your goals. Whether you're
looking for summer employment,
post graduation jobs, or graduate
school options, actions speak louder
than words. Don't just say you're
doing it. Participate in on-campus
recruiting. Create a resume. Respond
to posting. Do something!

at improving the residential halls on
campus that need extra maintain edu
cational programs that are dedicated
to drug and alcohol abuse. Health
services hadn't been increased in nine
years, but this will help the Counsel
ing Center in furthering efforts for the
student body.

Family Restaurant

if NEW KIM TAR
Cambodian & Vietnamese Cuisine

J

W 313

m ffii /g

Pho'
of March Lane & Pershingnext to PIZZA HUT.
*nTues-Sim: ffcOO a.m. - JfcOO p.m.
Closed Mondays
1425 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207

473-3240

Rogelio
Rosales, a
graduating
senior ma
joring in
business
with
an
emphasis
in entre
preneurship, is de
termined to own his own business by
the end of this year.
Rosales views his current intern
ship with the Stockton Minority Busi
ness Bureau as an opportunity to ap
ply what he has learned scholastically
to the business world.
The fact that his academic knowl
edge directly applies to the business
world is an exciting thing for Rosales.
"It really makes you feel good," he
said. "It puts a smile on your face. You
can't help but think 'Wow this actu
ally works!"'
It's both exciting and scary to be
"applying theory to practice," he said.
"What if I say the wrong thing or
what if they |the clientsj don't think
I'm good enough or know enough?"
Despite these momentary lapses
of confidence, Rosales takes heart in
the fact that his internship tasks go
far beyond menial office responsibili
ties like becoming best friends with
the copy machine; he is actually writ
ing business plans for entrepreneurs.
The plans are detailed accounts of the
capital and resources each entrepre
neur has and needs.
Right now Rosales is formulating
a business plan for a restaurant in
Modesto; the plan will soon be pre
sented to prospective investors.
In addition to this he will be
drafting marketing plans for various
prospective businesses. This includes

UJ's

nneffcijc^ciTtnciiS
^

EDIE FERNANDEZ
Co-op Center

Multicolor
Custom Screenprinting
Embroidery
Special rates for
UOP Students
VISA - MASTER CHARGE
FAX# 467-0320

California Tees^
1439 N. El Dorado HC (209)467-7624
Stockton,CA 95202

outlining business promotions and
developing income statements and
other documents showing cash flow
and revenue.
Other responsibilities Rosales will
have include setting up business ac
counting systems, devising moneymaking strategies, and consulting cli
ents about business risks.
As Rosales views it, not only are
the minority entrepreneurs benefit
ing from the bureau's help, he is also
benefiting from the experience of
helping them.
"I'm excited about what new
projects lie ahead in the next
months," he said. "After all I'm al
ways thinking of ideas for new busi
nesses."
If you are interested in a summer
or fall internship, contact Jody Smith
now at the CO-OI'/Internship office
at 946-2273. Internship orientation
dates (you need only attend one ori
entation meeting) are March 21 and
27; April 10, 16 and 29; May 7, 13
and 15.

The Breakaway Club

presents

a

tin

Aft PERFECT PALANCE CDfrty
"TT
Ernesto Jlezmno II. C.iSl.T.
( V rttfu d A laxxriw Thrmfuni <f./ It nlili fthtnrtur

£

Great for: stress,
pain, tension,
sore muscles,
fatigue or just
plain relaxation.

j§
!
i

1955 J'jjcile. /he.. Suite C
Stockton, C7l 95209
M) 957-SS70

Grand Opening Special: b()"/<i
Off for UOP Students & Facullv

Live Rock 'n' Roll Music
Friday 8 Saturday Nights
9:30 pm to 1:30 am

Breakaway
Drink
Specials

»U I

7628 N. Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95207
209-957-3081

No Cover
Charge

Frankie C. and 2Tuff, a rockin blues band
March 9 8 10,15 8 16.1996
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Classifieds

Raise $$$ - The Citibank
fundraiser is here to help you!
Fast, easy, no risk or financial
obligation- Greeks, Groups,
Clubs, Motivated Individuals,
call now. Raise $500 in only
one week. (800) 862-1982 ext.
33.
WANTED
Church Youth Director needed.
WCCC is looking for someone
young in spirit who will enjoy
being with the youth of our
church. Appoximately 10 hrs
per week. CA11 Meg at 368-1955
for application.

Summer jobs! Roughing It
Day Camp-a traditional out
door camp in SF East Bay. Hir
ing full season: Group Counse
lors; Instructors: horseback ride/
swim/fish/canoe/row/crafts/
sports/mt. biking/rock climb
ing. Refs/Exper/Excel DMV.
510-283-3795.

Francisco State University,
March 11, 1996 at 6 p.m., Stu
dent Center, Rm B114. Must
attend evening session on 11th
in order to interview on March
12th or 13th.

Coresco Development seeks
Receptionist/Secretary. $6-7/hr,
24hrs/wk, 3 days, flexible hrs.
Contact Kathy <2> 952-6733 on
Thursday after 12 noon.
KCLSL TV seeks Programming
Assistant. $6-8+/hr, 8:30-5
Monday-Friday. Contact Per
sonnel, PO Box 4159, Modesto,
CA 95352, 523-0777, FAX 5230898. Mail or fax resumes.
Annual Pacific Fund seeks
Telemarketing Associates. $6/
hr + bonuses. Monday-Thurs
day evenings 6-9pm, flexible up
to 12 hrs/wk. Contact Julie or
Annelys at 946-2500.
Manteca Bulletin seeks Photog
rapher for weekend and some
weekday assignments. Contact
Drew Voros 239-3531.

and revise business info reports and applications in Ca
through telephone investiga reer Services. For info
Sharon
tions in direct response to cus contact
tomer inquiries. Contact Valencia, Administra
Corina Daine Harmon or tive Assist, at (202) 452Suzanne Bakke, District Mgr, 3374 or (800) 821-4363
8950 Cal Center Dr, Suite 238, ext 337.
SAC 95826,916-369-1396 or fax
DEPARTMENT OF THE
369-1946.
NAVY seeks candidates
PUTNAM, HAYES & BARTLETT, for Centralized Finan
economic and mgnt consulting cial Mgmt Trainee Pro
firm, seeks Analyst candidates. gram to fill Budget Ana
Analysts work on antitrust lyst as well as Accoun
analysis, damage estimation for tant and Auditor posi
litigation, modeling economies tions in various loca
environmental clean-up costs, tions in US. Contact
and industry competitiveness Robert Ryan, Director
evaluations. Contact Melina Naval Financial Mgmt.
Patterson, 100 Hamilton, Suite Career Center, 151
200, Palo Alto, CA 94301, (415) Elyson Ave, Suite f,
322-1300 Fax 322-1479 by Pensacola, FL 32508,
(904) 452-3977/3972/
March 1st.
3786 or fax 452-3903.
STANDARD REGISTER mar
keter of information processing
For additional
products and labeling systems
seeks a Sales Trainee in Stock
information on
ton. Contact Personnel, 1145
Part/Full Time
Market Street #701, SF 94103.
postings visit
FAX (415) 861-0253.

Burns International Security
Services seeks PT employees.
Flexible hours.
Contact
Fontaine Dounglomchan, 2392239 or fax 239-1882 for addi
tional info and to arrange inter
view.

UOP OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL
LIFE AND HOUSING is accept
ing application for Head Resi
dents for 1996-97 Academy
Year. Contact Cathy Sampson,
Associate Director, 2nd Floor
Bannister, 946-2331.

Keebler Company seeks StockSummer Day Camp Counselor ton/Lodi Aeq Merchandisers.
jobs available at UOP campus $7.50/hr weekdays and $8/hr
with YMCA of San Joaquin Co.. weekends. Contact Cathy, 820
Must be 17 yrs. or older, experi Riverside Parkway, West SAC
ence working with children and 95605, (916) 373-0476, FAX
enthusiastic. $5-$6.50hr. June 373-0452.
10-Aug. 16. Call YMCA of San
Joaquin Co. 467-2444. Appli- TaylorMade Office Systems
seeks telemarketers 4 hrs/day,
cation deadline April 5th.
Monday-Friday, flexible. Con
Tour guide, instructor, lifeguard, tact Steve Bottini, (209) 952hotel staff, firefighter + volun 9000, FAX 473-2830.
teer and government positions
available at National Parks. Sears seeks Cosmetic Salesper
Benefits + bonuses! For Out son. $6/hr + commission. Con
door Employment Program call: tact Glena in Personnel, Sears,
(206)
971-3620
ext. 5110 Pacific Avenue, 475-6568.
N60431.
Emporium Products seeks Book
keeping/Accounting/Computer
R U failing at your resolutions?
Can't lose weight? Still smok Assistant. Flexible hours. $
ing? Using unhealthy prod negotiable. Contact Sandra
ucts? Not making any xtra $$? Wagner at 477-6601.
Join me in a company helping
people win. Free Catalog/Info. Dr. Whittled seeks Medical As
sistant evenings 5-7 or 8 pm.
467-7176.
Contact Pam at 951-3693.
PART-TIME
FULL-TIME JOBS
WORK STUDY JOBS

RUSSELL MILLER, INC. seeks
Financial Analyst-Asia Compa
nies. Desire recent grad (MBA
or superior undergrad with fi
nance degree and experience)
with investment modeling,
data analysis, good writing and
presentation
skills. Ideal
candidate
would speak
Mandarin and
have knowl
edge of Asian
economies and
US insurance
industry. Fax
resumes
to
Rose Kimura
(415)
398-

Students Needed! Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. working for
Cruise Ships or Land- Tour com
panies + World Travel. Seasonal
and Full-time employment
available. Call: (206) 9713550 ext. C60431.

Disneyland College Program
will be holding info session for
summer employment at San

DUN & BRADSTREET INFO
SERVICES seeks Customer In
vestigation Consultant to create

Career
Services...
Second Floor
McConchie
Hall, 235 West
Stadium, Stock
ton, Ca.
95204. Phone
(209) 946-2361
FAX (209) 9462760.

Diana Phan
Classified Advertising
946-2115

The American Society of ±
Mechanical Engineers *

UOP will be hosting the American SocijtyA.t
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Region IX
nual Regional Administrative conference R
and ASME student conference. The tentr .*
date for the conferences is March 21 •;
includes oral presentations on technics
nomical, or related subjects in competit a
cash prizes. In addition, tours of UOPent ing labs, guest speakers, a banquet,
hours, as well as a design competition will fc
some of the other highlights of the confere

Student Dental PI

only$57°o

per year]

Save 30 - 60%

on your dental needs
For information call

1 - 800 - 655 - 3225
•Model open daily
•Unique 1, 2, a 3
bedrooms
•Park - like setting
•Fireplaces
*Pool/Spa

A P A R T M E V IT » I
Q i; A i I.

I A

FEDERAL RE
SERVE SYSTEM
seeks Research
Assistants, Info
Systems Ana
lysts, and In
tern with Fed
eral Reserve
Board.
An
nouncements

Best Value! Best Location!!
Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-t"

EUROPE $249
Be a little flexible and save $$S
We'll help you beat the airline pries
Destinations worldwide.

ARHITCFT 415*34*192
airhitch@netcom.com

^3

THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE

U.O.P. STUDENT ACCOUNTS
$3.00 PER MONTH*
NATIONWIDE ATM ACCESS

We invite you to stop by one of our offices to discuss:
Credit Cards Checking Accounts Savings Accounts &
All Other Products We Offer!!!
_

6 So. El Dorado St.
Stockton
1889 W March In.
Stockton
2020 Standiford Ave. Modesto
•Account must be properly maintained
Member FDIC

I »

1/2 off first month rent for
2-bedroom/l bath apartment

PacificStateBank

0620.

\
,

943-7400
943-3523
577- BANK

1=1

Equal Housing
Opportunity

Opinion

Carrie Gulbransen
Opinion Editor
946-2115

The Pacifican
March 21, 1995
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Letters to the Editor

L ten list insults students
Itar Editor,
am writing in response to the
a Ten list from the paper released
[Feb. 29.1 was previously under the
irpression that this column was an
rempt to create humor out of situans that we can all relate to, or are
ileast all aware of. I find myself no
enger agreeing with my first assumpi.
This column has become a place
there it is considered safe to insult
iher students and voice opinions
.at do more harm than good. When
v column ceases to be funny, it is
longer being effective.
I know that Carrie Gulbransen
;S the legal right to print whatever
tewants, but I would hope that she
enough sensitivity to consider
e ramifications that her words
ight incite.
I am an active member of the AlChi Omega chapter that exists on
is campus, and although that
kes me biased on the topic of our
use, I am a recipient of The

Pacifican.
When I feel people are making
jokes out of something that is very
important to me, I believe that the
column has gone beyond funny and
has become an attack. I would expect
more out of a fellow Greek woman.

I believe that the column
has gone beyond funny
and has become an
attack.
I believe that anyone who takes
a minute to think about it, would re
alize that what the Alpha Chi's are
going through is not an easy process.
I know there are many questions
about our house, and we are willing
to answer them, but making light of
them and giving students false infor
mation is not the answer.

Ctrtoon by (rank tUherty

Question of the Week

What do you think about this
year's tuition increase?

Shelly Allen
Alpha Chi Omega

Music review offends, amuses, disgusts
tor Editor,
m writing in regards to Carrie
sard's "review" of Tori Amos's
-it album "Boys for Pele," which
>ared in the Feb. 29 issue. I'm not
-'e whether to be offended, amused,
"disgusted by Ms. Hayward's com
ets about the album. I'm most inwd to the latter.
• have no particular objection to
Hayward saying that she did not
'enjoy the album. To a large ex' that's a matter of personal pref
ace. However, her attempt to be
rcastic and witty makes her look
tety silly and uninformed.
She begins by referring to
range instruments with unpro
vable names." I can only as^ that Ms. Hayward was referring
Amos's use of the work
tfndorfer" instead of "piano." If
hayward had bother to read the
f,notes to Amos's last album, "Un: the Pink," she would already
^ that Bosendorfer is a specific
nd of pianos. In fact, it is widely
°gnized as the best piano in the
rld, and Amos has expressed her
Nation of this instrument several
les' Perhaps Ms. Hayward knew

this, and was referring to other ob
scure instruments with "unpro
nounceable" names.
1 wonder which she had more
trouble with: "bagpipe" or "harpsi
chord." 1 think Ms. Hayward would
benefit from a study of elocution. I
agree with Ms. Hayward that Amos'
lyrics are often challenging, and the
listener is forced to think about the
message behind them. Naturally, this
not appeal to everyone, but that does
not make Amos' work incomprehen
sible, as Ms. Hayward implies. I be
lieve that "Boys for Pele" is accessible
to many who are neither "raving
fans" nor "aspiring harpsichordists,"
myself included. Thoughtful, intelli
gent individuals will appreciate
Amos' heartfelt lyrics, creative orches
tration, and passionate melodies. I
would encourage Carrie Hayward to
have the patience to wait ten seconds
for the first song to get started, and
put a little effort into understanding
the (as Ms. Hayward herself describes)
"deep intrinsic meaning" of Tori
Amos's most comprehensive work to
date, "Boys for Pele."

Nicole L. Mathis
Senior

" 1 think it's ridiculous. I already
don't understand where
all the money goes."
Julie Ryder, Senior

"The residence halls need a lot of
improvement. If they fix the shower
heads then it will be great."

"I'm glad I don't have to pay it.
And I don't think it's going
to faculty salaries."
Roger Barnett. Faculty

"It's jacked up. Some of my
friends can't afford it."
Howard Taran, Sophomore

Joe Gallina, Freshman

"I hope the increase in funding
will be used productively."
Kari Dokmo, Junior

"It sucks. But it's
not anything unusual."
Shanny Eagle, Senior
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Top Ten List

Pet peeves
at UOP
10. Leaf blowers
with an attitude
9. CDs that skip
8. People that
spill my beer
7. Spandex
They

6. Public Safety
stare-downs

shelled

it o u t f o r y o u r o r t h o d o n t i s t b i l l s .

Coughed
A n d f o v l z e c l it o v e r f o r t h a t

it up for your car insurance.

fish

tank

Yet t h e y s t i l l l i l S l S t y o u c a l l

5. People who
like "Dumb and
Dumber"
4. Male
pornography
3. Sushi at
the Summit

accident.

Collect.

Touched by their undying love, you spare them further expense.
You dial

1 800 CALL ATT.

1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than i-SOO-COLLECT.
A n d a l w a y s g e t s y o u t h e r e l i a b l e ATX3T N e t w o r k .

Know the Code. / 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice

2. Jaws that
hang open

AT&T

1. Shirtless
fat people

Your True Choice
1-HUO-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCL

Compiled by:
Dave Ottenfeld
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Opinion

21, 1996
Letters t o the Editor

}0tions about lying for reproductive services
•ur Editor,

i m writing this letter in response
. the article in the March 7 issue that
tdared that UOP students must lie
ut their student status in order to
I extra reproductive services at
\nned Parenthood.
The only "other service" that was
vered in the article was abortion,
j j like to state for the record that I
i pro-choice and I have no inteni of climbing onto a moral soap\ about the issue.
However, 1 will say with the
ingest of convictions that the de,ion to have an abortion is not supsed to be a simple, easy solution,
smuch as we don't like to think
I ut it, there are young women out
ere who will consistently use abor' m as a means of birth control. The
sier and cheaper abortion is, espej illy to young women, the more this
ay occur.
It sickens me to think that some
OP students may actually believe
j at they deserve the same treatment
d consideration that an unemoyed, uneducated woman is enLied to. It is even more appalling to
j nk that students may consider lyI § about their student status.

J

I don t think that some students
realize what an incredible privilege it
is to be able to get an education and
how many more doors will be open
to them as a result. But some students
may set that aside and lie about be
ing a college student in order to get a
cheaper abortion? How convenient.
I m a student too, and I know
firsthand how tough money is to
come by. But instead of complaining
that Planned Parenthood doesn't pro
vide us with the same benefits as un
employed poor women (how unlucky
we are!), how about taking a proac
tive approach?
Compared to other universities I
have attended, the Health Center
here is excellent. Take advantage of
it and go and talk to Dr. Grimes. She
will provide you with thorough, nononsense information about the birth
control methods available at UOP, all
of which are quite affordable com
pared to other schools. 1 think we all
need to start realizing how lucky we
all are, stop whining, and start tak
ing responsibility.

Jane Stuart
Graduate Student

|kn-greeks have social lives, too
ar Editor,
This is to respond to the quote
Phi Delta Theta member Michael
ss in the article in last week's
ifican article, "Variety of Reasons
Students to go Greek at UOP." As
oted by Hess, "There has always
the question in my mind can a
ron have a social life at UOP withbeing a part of a Greek organizan? Sad but true, the answer is no."
is it Mr. Hess' contention that 85
•'cent of the student body at UOP
«no social life? (The article stated
percent of the UOP student body
'is Greek). You have a might high
Pinion of yourself.

1 am insulted by this contention.
As a non-Greek, I have a wide range
of Intramural sports programs, UP
BEAT movies, ski trips through
ASUOP.... The list goes on. Open your
eyes Hess. Maybe all of that beer you
have been drinking has gotten to
your head. By the way, isn't when I
go to those fraternity parties where
you graciously (stupidly?) give out
free beer part of that social life you
are talking about?
I am sure this can't be the major
ity of opinion in the Greek system.

Name Withheld

The Pacifican Editorial Policies
rhe Pacifican is the official student newspaper of University of the Pacific. The
ican is written, edited and produced by students every Thursday, except during
Jons and final examination weeks. It is a forum for student expression,
rhe Pacifican welcomes e-mail and letters to the editor from its readers. 5uDons must include the author's name and phone number for verification puri, as well as the year of graduation and/or job title and relation to the univerLetters should be typed and should not exceed 250 words,
he Pacifican reserves the right to edit all sumbitted material for space, gramlibel and clarity. The deadline for publication in Thursday's issue is the prior
Jay. Letters can be delivered or mailed to the third floor of Hand Hall, faxed to
946-2195, ore-mailedtoPacifican@vmsl.cc.uop.edu.
Nothing on the Opinion pages necessarily represents a position of the statt ot
'acifican or University of the Pacific. Letters, columns and graphics represent
the views of their authors.
' more information call (209) 946-2115.
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Guest column

Tuberculosis update
DR. KENNETH FORSYTHE,
MD, FACSM
Medical Director, Co we11
Student Health Center
"Tuberculosis Outbreak" cried
the title of an article in the March 7
Pacifican, perhaps conjuring im
ages—frightening ones—from a re
cent movie about the Ebola virus.
The Pacifican article also referred to
tuberculosis as a virus, and to five
students who had been identified as
"carriers of the disease." The barrage
of phone calls of concern, and the
fact that the reported information
is wrong, prompts this update.
First, there is no "outbreak" be
cause there are no cases, and no
"carriers of the disease" have been
found. Neither is Tuberculosis
caused by a vims, but a bacteria that
has a low likelihood of causing dis
ease in healthy people, even after
constant and prolonged exposure.
An example reported by the Pulmo
nary Service and the University of
Southern California provides this
perspective. Children riding on a
school bus for an entire year were
inadvertently exposed two drivers
who had active Tuberculosis disease;
none of the children developed ac
tive disease.
But there is certainly no reason
to be sanguine about the seriousness
of TB. Until 1985, the number of
new cases of active disease was
dwindling at about 5% per year
when the emergence of AIDS as a
public health dilemma reversed this
trend. AIDS patients, whose im
mune systems were severely com
promised, developed active TB at a
rate 500 times greater than the nor
mal population. The highest risk
was in IV drug users, the homeless,
and those coming from certain parts
of the world, such as southeast Asia,
where TB continues to be endemic.
Last year, San Joaquin County offi
cials reported 72 cases of active TB.
What happens if any of us has
been exposed to one of those sev
enty-two people with active disease?
Understanding the natural history
and course of the TB bacillus helps
explain. TB usually finds its way into
our bodies by breathing the tiny, 9
micron size particle, into our lungs
from somebody who has active dis
ease, with the risk being much
greater if the disease carrier is cough
ing or sneezing. The immune sys
tem response to the intrusion of the
TB bacillus is to develop antibodies
over a period of three to six weeks,
but active disease does not develop

or is delayed. However, our PPD
skin test, if we had one, would con
vert from negative to positive. A
positive skin test is just that, and
decidedly does not mean that the
person has TB.
What is the likelihood that
someone who has recently con
verted from a negative to positive
skin test will go on to develop ac
tive TB? If untreated, the risk of
developing active TB is between 3%
and 5% in the first year after skin
test conversion, and about 10%
over a normal lifetime. If treated
though, risk of developing active TB
falls essentially to zero. Treatment
for those whose skin tests have re
cently (meaning in the last two
years) converted from negative to
positive consists of taking the medi
cine Isoniazid once a day for a pe
riod of six months. The length of
even prophylactic treatment is sur
prising to many, but it reflects on
the biology of this pesky bacillus.
It takes a long time and the right
circumstances to develop active dis
ease, and a long time to eradicate
its risk.
From a public health stand
point, periodically having a PPD
skin test for exposure to TB is a good
idea, particularly in those who feel
they may have been exposed to
someone with active disease. As
suming a skin test converts, or
shows a strong positive response,
the next step recommended by the
Center for Disease Control is to
have a chest X-ray to view the lungs
for possible active disease. If the
chest X-ray is negative, the next
step is to take Isoniazid once a day
for a six month period.
Naturally, public health offi
cials should be notified to help
them track down any possible new
cases of active TB circulating in the
community. These, in fact, were the
steps followed with the five stu
dents recently tested at the Cowell
Health Center who had positive
skin tests. None has active disease.
One may have had contact last
summer with someone who had
active disease. All have been given
prescriptions and information re
garding the prophylactic Isoniazid
medication. Other friends and as
sociates of the students whose skin
tests have converted are being en
couraged to come to the Health
Center for testing, but so is every
one interested in this important
public health concern.
Hopefully, the misinformation
virus has run its course.
If
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Janell Bauer
A&E Editor
946-2115
jbauer@vmsl .cc.uop.edu
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Producer/screenwritter Ethan Coen, director of photography Roger Deakens and director/screenwritter Joel Coen on the set of the Coen brother's film "Fargo."

Coen brothers offer one way ticket to 'Fargo'
RYAN SCHNEIDER
Pacifican staff writer
R: To begin I must apologize for
the one-sidedness of this week's re
view. The other Movie Guy was un
able to see the film which is the topic
for this week, "Fargo." 1 therefore of
fer my impressions of the film.
"Fargo" is the latest production
by the Coen brothers, Joel and Ethan,
those kooky, brilliant guys who
brought us "Raising Arizona" and
"The Hudsucker Proxy." They both
wrote it, Joel directed it and Ethan
produced it. Whatever works.
Fargo stars a bunch of people you,

like myself, have probably never
heard of, except of course for Steve
Buscemi, who accounts for at least
part of the reason 1 wanted to see the
film in the first place. And Buscemi
delivers in his role as one of a pair of
kidnappers who are contracted by a
man to have his wife kidnapped in
order to extort ransom money from
his wealthy father-in-law so that he
might pay his financial debts.
N: Sounds pretty convoluted.
R: What are you doing here? This
is my review.
N: Just thought I'd drop in to
make sure you weren't slandering or
libeling me.

R: I haven't gotten to that part
yet.
N: Well hurry up.
R: All right. Where was I?
N: You were outlining the convo
luted plot of "Fargo."
R: Yeah. So, Buscemi and his part
ner manage to kidnap the unsuspect
ing wife, but then things go seriously
awry as the bumbling husband is
unable to keep his wife's father from
intervening in the exchange of ran
som money for the woman.
N: Sounds like prostitution.
R: Would you shut up. You
weren't even there.
N: So.

R: So? So things go bad. Real bad.
To find out how bad you'll have to
see the movie because it would be bad
form to ruin the ending for you.
N:Indeed.
R: The worst or best part about
the film is that it is based upon events
which actually occurred in Fargo,
North Dakota in 1987.
N: I've never been there.
R: Nobody cares.
N: Okay.
R: The characters in the film are
unbelievable. If nothing else the col
lective mentality of North Dakotans
See 'Fargo' page 13
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rfin Cusack finds 'City Hall' a tutorial on politics
(1EGE

PRESS SERVICE

jitics tossed

superlatives his way
a»o, when he appeared in such
as"Better Off Dead," "The Sure
,/ "Stand By Me," and "Say
ling." Girls thought he was cute
^ys weren't threatened by his
at charm. Then, Cusack started
eally act, appearing in such
acts as "Eight Men Out," "Fat
and Little Boy," "The Grifters,"
eColors," "Shadows and Fog,"
Roberts," "Bullets Over Broadand "The Road to Welville."
-sting choices all, but not exactly
parade.
Now, the 29-year-old actor is
in "City Hall," which might turn
ea film that's both commercial
critically acclaimed. The film
Al Pacino as John Pappas, the
ly popular mayor of New York
Cusack as Kevin Calhoun, his
siana-born, extremely loyal
jty mayor. Pappas is working
ks, but when a gun battle bei a cop and the son of a gangcaves both men and a 6-year-old
an-American child dead, the
' triggers a chain reaction that
ses the city's underbelly of crime,
cal favors, corruption and the

like that may bring down policemen,
council members, mobsters, judges!
parole officers, and perhaps even the
Mayor himself.
"I looked at the text and said, 'Is
this something that can challenge
me?' 'Can I stretch myself?' and 'Is
this an opportunity to be in a good
film?"' explains Cusack as he sits in
Sony's Manhattan screening room
immediately after a "City" preview.
"All of those things were there for me.
I felt 1 was capable of playing the role.
I certainly have an interest in poli
tics and in the film's ideas. So, 1 just
tried to get inside the guy and wanted
to understand what made (Kevin)
tick. (Co-writer/co-producer) Ken
Lipper was the Deputy Mayor for the
Koch administration. 1 got sort of a
tutorial on city politics. So, I was able
to immerse myself in all of it."
Cusack's character, some may
argue, comes across at first as some
thing of a naive idealist. Kevin be
lieves in the system, he trusts Pappas
implicitly, and it's not until the story
fully unfolds that Kevin learns hard
lessons about believing in anyone
other than himself. Still, Cusack ar
gues that being an idealist doesn't
automatically make one naive.
"I think an idealist is willing to

fight for how he thinks the world
could or should be. Kevin is not like
Mr. Smith going to Washington," he
notes. "He doesn't come in as some
naive person and learn it's corrupt. 1
think if you don't participate in the
system, the element you abhor will
take control of the country's finances,
and there won't be the checks and
balances required to preserve justice.
Having done the movie, 1 don't feel
as cynical about politics. I've met a
lot of good people who are really try
ing to do some good things, and
there's a lot to be respected about
people who are trying to affect
change."
Much like Calhoun respects
Pappas, Cusack came to respect
Pacino. While Pacino and Cusack
didn't exactly form the mentormentee relationship shared between
their " City Hall" characters, Cusack
acknowledges that it would have
been "idiotic" not to absorb as much
as he could from Pacino.
"I soaked up a lot from Al because
of who he is, his passion for his work
and the way he approaches material
and the creative process," says
Cusack, reflecting back on the
months he spent with Pacino and cast
in New York. "I didn't have too much

time to be a student oecai^e I had to
work with him," notes the actor, "but
every time I stepped b<tck, I realized
that 1 was accumulating stuff from
him. He's a wonderful artist."
Currently, Cusack is working on
"Grosse Pointe Blank," a black com
edy he's written and is producing and
starring in. Cusack plays a hitman
who returns to his hometown in
Michigan for a high school reunion,
and he's not quite sure how to explain
what he does for a living to his former
classmates and friends. While it
sounds funny and promising, it also
sounds like another typically atypi
cal choice for an actor who doesn't
particularly seem to care about be
coming a star. "I've always thought
films allow you to express different
sides of yourself, not to use too much
actor talk. When you get to do a com
edy, you spend a whole day trying to
make yourself laugh. That's good,"
concludes Cusack, "but there's a more
serious side that you'd also like to
express. So, I've always wanted to do
both styles of film because that's
range and that's what's fun about
working, exploring different things.
I grew up loving comedies and dra
mas, so I've wanted to do both as best
1 could."

ago'based on real events
wd from page 12
fed into serious question by the
rent ineptitude and seeming
eility of the characters in this
They're all idiots! Except for
Mi's character, who was one of
people in the film I actually liked
T Who's the other?
-Wouldn't you like to know?
T That's why I asked.
' The other and most admirable
Mer in the film is Margie, the
nant police officer. Sounds bad,
Tou have no idea.
Trust me, Margie is really cool.
s<nart and we revel in her escas as she attempts to solve the
ery

of who done what in the

Does she get her man?

you'd been there you'd
The most agonizing aspect of

®'s not only the ignorance and
ent lack of intelligence of its
hers but the manner in which
Peak. It is for the most part a
T of actual North Dakotans, but
e's sake you just have to laugh
,e people.
Who's Pete?
' it not going to tell you again
'if Dory't make me hurt you.

N: Now, Ryan, our reader doesn't
want to hear about your sex life.
R: You wish.
N: Yep.
R: Anyway, the people of Fargo
are ridiculous. I was in awe of just
how stupid they actually were.
N: At least they didn't bomb their
GRE.
R: I'm warning you.
N: I'm trembling.
R: Don't make me kick your ass.
N: To quote you, you couldn't
kick my ass if you had three feet.
R: You can leave any time.
N: But I want to hear your Best
Bit.
R: That would have to be the
wood chipper. I won't say any more,
except that the fact that there is one
in this film should give you some idea
as to its significance within the story.
N: Great. I look forward to see
ing it.
R: I wasn't talking to you. In
short, if you like the other Coen Bros,
productions, then you will surely see
or have seen "Fargo." And if you
don't like the Coen films or haven't
seen them, I urge you to either re
consider or to check them out. "Rais
ing Arizona" is one of my favorite
films of all time. Right, Nathanael?
Nat? I guess he split.

Minnesota Police Chief Marge Gunderson (Frances McDonnand) takes aim at a
fleeing suspect in 'Fargo'
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'I never really learned
how ta swim too good'
nl
MATT DE LA PENA
Pacifican guest writer

I
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Me and old Ferni stood by the
tracks waitin' for a train ta race by.
He told me the power a train gives
off is what it feels like when you do
your thing inside a girl. It seemed to
always be 75 degrees in Encinitas.
Marcos was the leader of "ENC" all
through high school, a badass Mexi
can gang that greeted each other on
campus with this weird soundin'
whistle. I was just Mexican enough
to be down with the boys, just white
enough to not be a part of it. 1 re
member this one time when a bunch
of Crips came down from L. A. lookin'
for Marcos, like they were all tough
and shit. They wanted to make an
example of him on account he spray
painted his initials in their neighbor
hood. Ferni heard they were comin'
and brought a bat ta school— the
same bat he hit a homer with two
days before in the all-state game. 1
thought it was crazy for him to take
a chance on messin' up his favorite
bat. But when the Crips came down
Marcos had a surprise for them. He
told all the older cousins and uncles
to be in the school parking lot after
school and they were and the Crips
were scared to death. Big Lolo caught
one of them, made him write "ENC"
all over his chest with a permanent
felt pen. We laughed our asses off.
There was the time that me and
Marcos had to take a leak at the same
time and we stood there, unit in hand
pissin' and talkin'. I glanced down at
his shit and couldn't believe all the
extra skin his had. He had to push it
all back just to take a piss. He asked
me what I was lookin at and I played
it all off like 1 was thinkin about some
chick starin' at the pisser. It always
seemed to be about 75 degrees in
Encinitas.
The first time I laid pipe was when
I was in eighth grade. We were playin'
truth or dare and Kai dared me to kiss
my cousin Jessica so I did and next
thing you know we were dared to
have sex and we did. My own cousin.
Thing was she was a year older and
had just lojt her virginity to some
dude named Raul. She thought the
shit was pool and wanted me to feel
it too. I ifissed her sister in the game
later on, After We were done we
ranked ea<^h other on a scale of 1 to
10. And I feel sad about Jessica cause
she turned out to be a real crystal
freak, she told me she's blown over
thirty dudes just to get a fix.
Her sister just got pregnant by a
black football;
and when the

kid was born he took off. My grandma
raises it now. Her ass just sits on the
couch all day watchin Jenny Jones
and Oprah. Another one a my cous
ins, a guy named Paul, lives in Bos
ton. He got drunk in my house and
said he would suck my dick if I'd suck
his. Said it's no big deal, him and his
boy back home do it all the time. I
asked him isn't that gay shit? He said
naw. 1 looked up to him. So good with
the ladies.
Jennifer Warner caught my eye
from across the school yard. She was
so pretty and so quiet (for some rea
son I've always liked the quiet ones).
Her hair fell down her shoulders like
a song. I fell hard fer her. I was at her
house three days after her stepfather
got murdered by a burglar. The man
said, "All I want is your fuckin' shit
and ain't nobody gotta get hurt."
Jen's stepfather said "Fuck you," and
got shot right in the chest. Her
mother didn't believe in God. Neither
did I.
Jen floated away like a blue bal
loon, not all fast like you might think,
but slow, like it didn't have fresh he
lium or somethin'. Like sometimes I
thought I could just jump up 'n' bring
it back down but I couldn't. After a
while she was nothin' more than a
dot in the sky. Couldn't even tell she
was blue no more. Me and Tori started
bonin' after school every day. It was
kinda weird that it all started right
after I was named ASB pres. Marcos
said I was lucky to be hittin' such a
fine ass. He said she was what we're
all lookin for. Said she put a full moon
ta shame. Said i,ie gave rainbows a
complex. We bioke up two weeks
later. I wonder how Jen's mother is
getten' along these days. Bet she's still
got that white Jetta.
It always seemed to be 75 degrees
in Encinitas. The ocean would take
me and throw me to the floor. I
couldn't swim that good so when I
knew I was going to crash I would
dive on my board. I never trusted
leashes to much on account one time
my leash snapped and I was fighting
for my life in big surf. I thought I was
going to die but I didn't. There was
the time I tried ta swim out ta this
little island with two girls. Halfway
through I looked ahead, then looked
back, then I started hyperventilating
and had ta be saved by one a the girls.
Or there's the time me and my
Uncle tries to swim out ta the pier on
a crowded Saturday. He was
swimmin' up ahead strong and me
too. Then I started gettin' tired and
said, "Hey I don't know if I'm gonna
See Swim page 19
T'H ) 'lu<
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obin Williams soars in remake of 'Birdcac
EGE PRESS SERVICE
,rare to see a film where actor/

ian Robin Williams plays the
the straight man.
jin his latest film "Birdcage,"
ms' character isn't exactly
> He plays the more businessilfof a gay couple, who are the
-piece of this Americanized relfthe 1978 French/Italian cornLa Cage Aux Folles." Still,
thout "Birdcage," it's co-star
n Lane—not Williams—who
the high heels and goes for the
jghs.
d already done that," argues
ams, referring to "Mrs.
lire," in which he dressed in
clothes. "I've been the big bad
n before. 1 wanted to try somedifferent. I've got the centered
illiams stars as Armand, propri[ the Birdcage, a Fort Lauderightclub where the main attrac\lbert (Lane), who sports glamdresses and sings for adoring
sunder the stage name Starina.
r Val (Dan Futterman),
ad's son from a long-ago fling
Christine Baranski, arrives on
:ene and announces he's endo a woman, all hell breaks
It seems Val's intended, Barbara
a Flockheart), is the daughter
l:.S. senator (Gene Hackman)
1 Keeley and his wife, Louise
aeWiest). The senator is so con
st he makes Bob Dole look like
nocrat. So it is, then, that
id and Albert try desperately—
ith outrageous results—to pass
elves off as husband and wife
the Keeleys, who are already
i? a political firestorm back
come to visit.
illiams, who is sitting for an
tw at a Manhattan hotel, knew
into "Birdcage" that it would
ie who got the majority of the
"I get a few laughs, and
- BIG laughs! It's not the size
laugh that counts, you know,
'howbig the laugh is, it's how
* it!" he shouts.
*n he adds, "Nathan's got the
^h at the end and just seeing
i drag alone is worth the price

Mission."
hould be no surprise to learn
'illiams was first offered the
role of Albert/Starina. "My
•-rs said, 'Robin, you could kill
"is part.' I said, 'I know, but I
ry something different.' It's
athan gets huge laughs. I'm
• want to be Barbara Bush,
jet laughs off the

music, and everyone gets their solo."
Williams and Lane hadn't known
each other prior to "Birdcage" and
met for the first time when everyone
gathered together for the rehearsal
period before filming began. There
had to be genuine chemistry between
the two men or audiences simply
wouldn't go along for the ride.
"The movie is about love, and
there's a certain intimacy that's in
every scene," Williams notes. "It was
love at first laugh for Nathan and me.
It worked. From the first rehearsal day
I knew it would be great, and it was."
Ultimately, Williams believes that
"Birdcage" lives up to "La Cage,"
which is considered a comedy classic
by many film aficionados. "I saw (the
original] just before we started 'Bird
cage.' Someone said, 'Don't look at
it! The moment you say that kind of
thing to me, "it's like, 'OK,'" says
Williams, laughing and pretending to
pop in a videotape into a VCR. "I
know why Mike Nichols wanted to
remake it. It fits perfectly into
America, especially given what's go
ing on these days [politically]. I think
'Birdcage' is a political-emotional
comedy, if you can have both in one
film."
Williams, who most recently
starred in "Jumanji" and had a cameo
in "To Wong Foo . . . ," has a reputa
tion for being one of the funniest
men on the planet. Throughout the
interview, he zips off one-liners and
ad-libs in rat-a-tat fashion. But he's a
tough subject for a writer, because it's
virtually impossible to capture his
manic energy, his accents and ges
tures, with words alone.
The funnyman, who lives with
his wife Marcia and their family in
San Francisco, has kept busy since
completing "Birdcage." He's shot a
role as Osric in Kenneth Branagh s
film version of "Hamlet," lent his
voice to an upcoming "Aladdin " se
quel (after settling a feud with
Disney), joined friends Billy
and Whoopi Goldberg to host the
annual "Comic Relief" fund raiser,
and wrapped the Francis Coppola
film "Jsck "
The comedian, who still turns up
unannounced to perform at comedy
clubs, actually tackles a dramatic role
in "lack," which casts him as a iuvear-old boy suffering from a genetic
disease that ages his body four times
faster than normal. "Jack s
is encapsulated in 16 years, t plays
funny and sad," Williams notes. By
the time he graduates high school.
Jack looks 72. So, there's a bittersweet
quality to it that's wonderful.
"It's designed for all ages. If
io-

(•

Robin Williams stars in Birdcage as Armand, a gay male married to Albert, who
stars as Sabrina, the main star at Armond's nightclub, the Birdcage.
year-olds will find a lot to relate to.
Childhood is wonderful, but it's not
all wonderment. It's a painful time,
too. The film talks about that, about
friendship, isolation, making friends,
and the power to heal. It's a special
movie."
Williams isn't quite sure what will
be next. There have been whispers
about a "Mrs. Doubtfire" sequel, but
he's not sure there's a fresh story to
tell.
"What can you do with her?" he
wonders, slipping into baritone an
nouncer-speak. "She's back! She's bad!
She's heavily armed! It's 'Mrs.
Doubtfire on Patrol!'"
I) PL R

YOU R

Assuming Mrs. Doubtfire's British
accent, he then screeches, '"Drop it,
scumbag!'
He insists that any remake will
only work with a strong storyline.
"So, I don't know. It's not worth it
unless there's a script."
Next, Williams goes into a riot
ous riff on the O.J. Simpson trial. Af
ter the laughter dies down, Williams
is asked what the thrill is in making
people crack up, about entertaining.
He turns serious, if but for a moment.
"Seeing people laugh, hearing them
laugh, it's really like a drug for me,"
he explains. "It's a Pavlovian thing.
Laughter, yes!"
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Women's History Month:
Local women speakers and
performers, March 21, 7
p.m. Women like Jamie
Anderson, pictured at left,
who have made an impact
on our lives and are
positive role models will
perform. 535 W. Harding
Way, Stockton. For more
information call 4663857. Free. Donation from
$2 to $8 suggested.

I 'm

{
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£

I
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Thursday March 21

i;
ON CAMPUS

If

W

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Jeffrey." Based
on Paul Rudnick's off-Broadway comedy
about lust, abstinence, romance and
death, this story tells of a gay actor/waiter
living in New York who, terrified of con
tracting AIDS, commits to celibacy. Ulti
mately, he is forced to confront all the
issues of dating and sex that he had de
nied. This picture features an all start cast
including Robert Klein, Olympia Dukakis,
Kathy Najimy, Nathan Lane and a cameo
appearance by Sigourney Weaver.
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $ 1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers.
7th Annual Health Fair: Over 30 infor
mational booths including cholesterol
j testing, blood pressure, body fat testing,
pulmonary function tests, body mechan
ics and many more. McCaffrey Center,
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Virtual Reality 11 to 5 p.m. McCaffrey
Center Theater. Cost to campus with a
valid Spring sticker is $3 at the door, $5
for two tickets. Tickets to the public are
$4.
Gay and Lesbian speaker, 6 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Theater.
Baun Fitness Center Open House.
Mixed Media' artist Sharon Chinen is
> showing her work at the UOP Gallery in
the McCaffrey Center, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Local paper and book maker Kathy
Crump is showing frer work at the Rich
ard and Marjorie Reynolds Art Gallery in
the Art Center. Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"Gender and Affirmative Action" panel
, discussion in Geoxge WiUon.H4U,..U;45
a,
Opento eyeiypog,.

Prayer and meditation in Morris Chapel
noon to 1 p.m. Open to all.
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers regional student conference, Re
gents Dining Room and Presidents Room,
noon to 7 p.m.
ASME Region IX Conference includes
Technical Presentations on Engineering
Subjects, Poster, Oral and Design Com
petition. For more information contact
Dr. Gurocak 946-3083.
Academic Council, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Conference Room.

ephants." 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Barnes & Noble
Bookstore 660 W. March Lane, Stockton.
For more information call 472-7495.

Diversity Week: "Multicutura!
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Diversity Fair and iShow on Knoles Lawn.

Friday March 22

Band Frolic in the Faye Spanos Ow*
Hall, 7 p.m.

ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Jeffrey."
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers. See March 21 for more
details.
Physical Therapy School Preparation, 12
noon to 1 p.m. McCaffrey Center.
Baun Fitness Center Open House 12 noon
to 1 p.m. Facilities free of charge.
Diversity Week: "Musical Celebration"
8 p.m. Faye Spanos Concert Hall. The
UOP Symphony Orchestra and Choral
Ensembles will perform Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony and Chichester Psalms
by Leonard Bernstein, Edward Cetto is the
conductor.
Mixed Media artist Sharon Chinen is
showing her work at the UOP Gallery in
the McCaffrey Center, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Local paper and book maker Kathy
Crump is showing her work at the Rich
ard and Marjorie Reynolds Art Gallery in
the Art Center. Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers regional student conference,
McCaffrey Center Theater, noon. ASME
Region IX Conference includes Techni
cal Presentations on Engineering Sub
jects, Poster, Oral and Design Competi
tion. For more information contact Dr.
Gurocak 946-3083.

Global Perspectives will be having its next
dsicussion at the Bechtel International
Center, noon to 1 p.m. The topic is "Abor
tion: A World Perspective," lead by UOP
professor of Religious Studies Bob Blaney.

State of Grace, a dance in the Tiger
Lounge, 7 p.m. Call the front desk for
more information, 946-2042.

College of the Pacific Spring 1996 Con
vocation, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Long Theatre.
Eugene Pearson, 1996 Faye and Alex
Spanos Distinguished Teaching Award
Winner will be speaking and other pre
sentations will be given. A reception will
fllow presented by COPA in the Green
Room at the south side of the theatre.

Davis Musical Theater: "The King and 1."
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St., Davis.
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.

OFF CAMPUS
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and I."
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St., Davis.
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.
The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
McKee Student Art Exhibition. The ex
hibit tuns through March 31 in the Up
per and Lower West Galleries. The Haggin
Museum is open from 1:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. Tuesday through Sunday. Free. A
donation of $1 for children and seniors
and $2 for adults is suggested
Gait residents, Pat Derby and Peter
Beagle, founders of PAWS (performing
animal welfare society) discuss and sign
.their.new book."in The. Presence of El

OFF CAMPUS

The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
McKee Student Art Exhibition. See March
21 for more details.
Women's History Month: Live Theater
nights, 8 p.m. Live theater on woman
themes, by Asian American Repertory
Theater, Hermits and Guerrillas, Circle
Theater Ensemble, UOP drama, Edison
High students, Jewels of the East dancers
and more. 535 W. Harding Way, Stock
ton. For more information call 466-3857.

Saturday March 23
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Jeffrey."
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $ 1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers. See March 21 for more
details.

African American Science and Techno!
ogy Career Conference, all day, vario*
campus locations. Call 946-2151 forir •
information.
American Society of Mechanical Err
neers regional administrative conferee.,.
8 a.m. in the Presidents Room and Pi
cific Athletic Club. ASME Region IX Con
ference includes Technical Presentatio
on Engineering Subjects, Poster, Oralai
Design Competition. For more inform
tion contact Dr. Gurocak 946-3083.

OFF CAMPUS
The Haggin Museum presents the t>3ih
McKee Student Art Exhibition. See Marc!
7 for more details.

Sunday March 24
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Jeffrey"
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP studi-"
with valid stickers. See March 21 for ir
details.
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers regional conference, President:
Room and Regents Dining Room, 7 a.m
ASME Region IX Conference indu.it
Technical Presentations on Engineer:-:
Subjects, Poster, Oral and Design (
petition. For more information contact
Dr. Gurocak 946-3083.
Diversity Week: Gospel Festival vt
groups from all other Northern Calfotnia
4 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert Hall Free

OFF CAMPUS

Women's History Month: Art Receptit ns,
5-7 p.m. Writing group, 3-5 p.m. Relates
to weekly themes, for all levels of vuu
ers—hostessed by Kathy Coleman,
more information call 466- 3857 FretDonation from $2 to $8 suggested.
The Haggin Museum presents the 65
McKee Student Art Exhibition. See Mi
7 for more details.

Monday March 25
ON CAMPUS
Diversity Week: Discussion. 'ts ^
to Be Gay: You're Not the Only One
noon, McCaffrey Center.
Local paper and book maker E;
Crump is showing her work at the .
ard and Marjorie Reynolds Art Gallthe Art Center. Monday through 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Valley Association of Science Teachers
ture lab presentation, Classroom
p.m.

\(arch 21, 1996
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ff CAMPUS

History Month: Poetry and
7 p.m. Readers of selected
:ot (3i hostessed by Helena Tuma — open
follows. At the Outpost, 535 W.
- ing Way, Stockton. For information
466-3857. Free. Donation from $2
ien's

night,

iS suggested.

mday March 26
H.I.V. testing at the

Ith Center. 6-8 p.m. Questions? Call
12315.

jcal paper and book maker Kathy
•.up is showing her work at the Rich:ind Marjorie Reynolds Art Gallery in
Art Center. Monday through Friday,
10a.m. to 4 p.m.
Caffrey Center Movie: "Eat, Drink,
n,Woman." From the director of "The
siding Banquet" comes the Academy
oid nominee for Best Foreign Film, this
•tie is a delicious comedy about food,
ret hood and family ties. Widower Tao
Taiwan's most famous chef struggles
:- accepting his three daughters' new
.nd appetite for boys, an interest that
e ns to break the family apart with hius and often touching results. Unsd McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
serai admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
^children under 12, free to UOP stu
b's with valid stickers.
•ersity Week: Tuesday World Fo"The Experience of Living Within,
*een and Sometimes Outside of Two
iures;" Antonio Burciaga, author and
sent of 1995 National Hispanic Heri•Award for Literature. Noon to 1 p.m.
-htel Center. Free to UOP students, a
0 S3 donation for others. Call 9461 for information.
®on the World" 5:30 p.m. Taize ser• celebrating spiritual unity, meditain Morris Chapel.
f CAMPUS
Vs History Month: Video Night, 7
hewing & discussion of women refilms, hostesses by Suzanne Lorenz,
M Museum and others. At the Out535 W. Harding Way, Stockton. For
nation call 466-3857. Free. Donaf'om $2 to $8 suggested.

Wnesday March 27
^ CAMPUS
ffey Center Movie: "Eat, Drink,
Woman." McCaffrey Center The8 P-rn. General admission is $3,
'for seniors and children under 12,
•° UOP students with valid stickers,
•arch 26 for more details.

Confidential H.I.V. testing at the
^Center, 9-11 a.m.
ersity Week: "Learning to Accept."
'oSp.m. University Teach-in, camc'assrooms.

-T

r

Asian-American Repertory Theatre. 7
p.m. Long Theatre.
Local paper and book maker Kathy
Crump is showing her work at the Rich
ard and Marjorie Reynolds Art Gallery in
the Art Center. Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS

i CAMPUS
and Confidential

Film showing: Spike Lee's "She's Gotta
Albright Auditorium in Wendell
Phillips Center. 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Women's History Month: Panels, 7 p.m.
hostessed by Tori Davis, including young
and old feminists, women healers,
women in the arts and more. 535 W.
Harding Way, Stockton. For more infor
mation call 466>-3857. Free. Donation
from $2 to $8 suggested.

Thursday March 28

!

ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "My Family."
Gregory Nava's multigenerational saga
traces the joys and sorrows of the Sanchez
family, who leave Mexico and come to
Los Angeles in search of a dream. Edward
James Olmos narrates their enthralling
story, which begins in the early 1920s and
weaves its way through the 80s. The well
chosen cast includes Eduardo Lopez Rojas
and Jenny Gago as the parents who never
lose sight of their heritage; Easi Morales
as their charismatic but arrogant elder
son; Jimmy Smits as his brother, an an
gry young man just released from prison;
and Constance Marie as their daughter, a
nun who shocks them all when she leaves
her order to marry a gringo priest. Rated
R. McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers.
Local paper and book maker Kathy
Crump is showing her work at the Rich
ard and Marjorie Reynolds Art Gallery in
the Art Center. Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Diversity Week: "(Dis)Ability Aware
ness Day." 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. (Dis)Ability
Awareness Day activities, McCaffrey Cen
ter.
"Bound Together" with musician Ken
Medema. 8 p.m. Faye Spanos Concert
Hall.

OFF CAMPUS
Cabaret Arts at Le Bistro presents Sikus the spirit of Andean music. Nayo Ulloa,
the kena and sikus and vocal virtuoso of
this group, lets his love of Peruvian,
Andean and Latin American music shine.
The result is an earthy yet contemporary
sound from flute-like pipes, mandolin,
the bass bombo, and ethnic rhythmic
instruments. Dinner show $40/person/
6-15 p m. Dessert show $20/person/7:15
p.m. Call 956-4816 for reservations.
Women's History Month: Local women
speakers, 7 p.m. Women from our com
munity who have made an impact on our
lives and are positive role models. 535 W.

The "Jewels of the East" performed an eastern dace during last
year's Diversity Week. Look for the schedule of events for Diversity
Week 1996 in the calendar, beginning Friday March 22.
Harding Way, Stockton. For more infor
mation call 466-3857. Free. Donation
from $2 to $8 suggested.
The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
McKee Student Art Exhibition. See March
7 for more details.
The Literary Society (Reading Group) pre
sents "Angels & Insects" by A.S. Byatt.
7:00 to 8:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Book
store, 660 W. March Lane, Stockton. For
more information call 472-7495.

Friday March 29
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "My Family."
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers. See March 28 for more
information.
Celebrate Diversity week at the Interna
tional Coffee House, sponsored by Pacific
Live and the Crossroads program, 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. in the Southwest Courtyard and
Rec. room. Coffees, specialty drinks,
baked goods, live music and an open
mike.
Diversity Week: "Free Your Mind" 12
Noon to 2 p.m. Campus Soap Box,
McCaffrey Center. Open mike for every
one.
Pacific Live Celebration. 8 p.m. Location
TBA.

OFF CAMPUS
Women's History Month: Live Theater
nights, 8 p.m. Live theater on woman

themes, by Asian American Repertory
Theater, Hermits and Guerrillas, Circle
Theater Ensemble, UOP drama, Edison
High students, Jewels of the East dancers
and more. 535 W. Harding Way, Stockton.
For more information call 466-3857.
The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
McKee Student Art Exhibition. See March
7 for more details.

UOP Sports
(times subject to change)
March 21
Basebali-Cornell-Hebert Field 7 p.m.

ii

March 22
Tennis-M-Texas-El Paso-Brookside
Courts 1:30 p.m.
Water Polo-W-Stanford-Kjeldsen Pool
4 p.m.
Baseball-Cal State Los Angeles- Hebert
Field 7 p.m.

i

March 23
Baseball-Cal State Los Angeles- Hebert
Field 1 p.m.

ii

March 24
Baseball-Cal State Los Angeles- Hebert
Field 1 p.m.
Water Polo-W-UOP TournamentKjeldsen Pool AH Day.
March 28
Water Polo-W-UC Davis-Kjeldsen
Pool 5 p.m.
March 29
Softbali-Cal State Fullerton (2)Simoni Field 1 p.m.
Volleyball-M-Loyola MatymountSpanos Center 7 p.m.

Hi
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Manny's: California's fresh cuisine, Stockton s
best chicken sandwiches well worth the wait

t
I
t

I

CHRISTINA FLOWERS
Pacifican staff writer
' Manny's claims to serve Califor
nia fresh cuisine and Stockton's best
chicken sandwich. I would have to
agree.
The menu offers an extensive se
lection of specialty burgers, sand
wiches, salads and chicken meals.
Meal prices range from $2.95-$6.
I expected to grab a quick bite to
eat and be on my way, but I found
out that Manny's is not fast food.
I arrived with the lunch rush and

stood in line with many other hun
gry customers. The restaurant was al
ready quite full. Manny's seems to be
a very popular place for the local
crowd of business people during
lunch hour.
1 ordered the chicken sandwich,
featuring Manny's specially roasted
chicken on toasted sourdough bread
along with lettuce and tomato and
homestyle fries.
Manny's is very informal in that
you wait until your order is prepared
and your number is called before you
pick up and pay for your food.

While waiting for my meal, 1 sur
veyed the restaurant. From the inside,
Manny's looks like an older wooden
barn. There are actually pictures of
farm animals on the walls. The seat
ing is very generous and the wooden
booths add to the restaurant's coun
try appeal. The atmosphere is very
homey and comfortable. It's a good
place for family dinners or a relaxing
lunch break.
I waited over twenty minutes for
my food and I had begun to wonder
if they had to grow the potatoes and
find the chicken themselves.

However, when my food fim
arrived it tasted fresh enough to *
that way. The french fries were thici
sliced potatoes and I must agree tl
the chicken sandwich is Stockto
best.
Manny's is open daily from 8 a
to 9:30 p.m. I recommend the s;
cialty chicken sandwich and a i
glass of freshly squeezed lemona
You can avoid the lunch rush a
crowds by calling in your order 1
fore pick-up. Manny's may not bet
food, but I think you will find tl
the food is well worth it.

CD review

By the note: Sting stinks, Oasis amazes

CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
Sting
"Mercury Fulling"
When a friend, and fellow Police
fan, recently asked me to describe
Sting's new album, 1 felt like a parent
rationalizing the impending death of
a beloved pet. "Well," 1 told her,
"Sting is getting on in years, and he
just can't rock like he used to. He's
just mellower, that's all.
"We should be glad he's making
music at all. Eventually, he will fol
low old Spot to the Big Doghouse in
the Sky, where he will run and fetch
and visit fire hydrants all day long."
Ha ha! Just kidding about that last
part—Sting shouldn't be making
music at all!
Don't get me wrong; he's a fabu
lous musician and capable
songwriter, but with each album he
gets several steps closer to falling into
the Adult Contemporary abyss. Sure,
"Ten Summoner's Tales" was no "Sab-

Sting
bath Bloody Sabbath," but at least the
songs retained some of the singer's
original spark.
Sting dabbles in several musical
styles, never nailing any of them. As
poetry, the lyrics to "I'm So Happy I
Can't Stop Crying" are sad enough to
make you cry, but instead of reinvent
ing the haunting strains of "Fragile"
or "Shape of My Heart," Sting buries
his poem in mid-tempo, faux-country ballad hell.
Similarly, songs like "All Four Sea
(glasses
/£-d^
mid ^foonlads

A CALIFORNIA
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DRIVE THRU ESPRESSO
. ^Phonc Orders 952-6261
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$10 OFF
Eye Exam
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•Offer not valid with
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sons," "Let Your Soul Be Your Pilot,"
and "La Belle Dame Sans Regrets" are
watered-down stabs at ska, gospel and
samba, respectively. He even attempts
to reproduce himself—his old sound,
that is—on the passable "The Hounds
of Winter." It's the highlight of the
album.
Unfortunately there's a trend of
mediocrity emerging as the big '80s
popstars attempt to parlay their suc
cess in the '90s. First it was Tears For
Fears' disappointing "Raoul and the
Kings of Spain," and now this. God
help us if Depeche Mode puts out
another album!
Oasis
"(What's the Story)
Morning Glory?"
It rocks! It rolls! It destroys expen
sive hotel suites in drunken 3 a.m.
brawls! It's the new one from Oasis!
Sure, this album came out six months
ago, but if you're like me (clinically
insane), you wait for it to come out
in the Columbia House catalog so you

Oasis
can rejoin under an assumed nan
(Melvin Lipschitz) and get it for fro
This album's got it all: sex, dm.
rock 'n' roll, cheap booze, knocke
out teeth, meaningless lyrics, diet
rhymes, loud guitars and plenty
sound effects. The roaring rock soi
beg to be blasted from a frat house a
top volume, and the ballads hate
extremely low wuss factor, maki
this album the perfect choice for yo
next party, barbeque or fist fight
Summer Employment

Education?
Retirement?
Peace of Mind?
You have your reasons.
For a recorded message of
current rate information, call
1-800-4US BOND
1-800-487-2663
Take
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imerica
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it." He said, "Yeah you will."
-•,en he turned around in the water
£ij said, "Shit man I don't know if
gonna make it either."
"What are we gonna do?" I asked,
said we gotta wave fer help from
e lifeguard and we did. The life• ,ird stood up. It was a girl. She
railed out a megaphone and anmnced across the whole beach,
\0 just stand up." And we did, and
,ewalked back to shore.
Tony, Brian, Jim and Sean always
anted me to go to parties with them.

GENERATIONS
MATT DE LA PENA
'acifican guest writer
uncle Ferni's two-tone Ply
mouth
gonna be mine Tuesday
cause he got caught in a high
peed chase
by two cops/ one a white man
from Alabama
the other a Latino who grew up
town the street
turned out old Ferni was caryin
ifty sac
so they cuffed his ass/ took him
|
in
his new wife Medium took a
kin ta me

They told me it was so much fun and
this and that, but I never went. I was
afraid to drink or smoke out because
I couldn't jump that high in the first
place and what was gonna happen if
I got messed up with that shit. They
called me a pussy and said that 1 was
missin' out on all the fun stuff about
high school. I guess they may have
had a point.
My dad was the one who wanted
to move closer to the beach so he
could surf every day. My mom didn't
mind. My dad and I didn't say much
to each other growin' up. I was scared
of him. I was the one who found the
probably cause momma used ta
make me mow her lawn
'n wash her car/ 'n I didn't com
plain none
but anyways — she said the car
was mine
on account that Uncle Ferni had
a long record
'n wasn't comin' home anytime
soon
plus the car ain't worth shit
anyways
'n it couldn't a come at a better
time
cause me 'n' Zell 'n' Dave 'n'
Ronny
gonna get a 30% cut of a $400
deal
if we jus drop this shit off
'n now we gotta way ta get there

SYRACUSE
STUDY ABROAD
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY OFFERS
• Unmatched academic programs
• Internships with world-class firms
• Business courses in three countries
• Generous grants and scholarships
• Placement in foreign universities
• Instruction in English or
host-country language

ITALY • ENGLAND • FRANCE
HONG KONG • SPAIN • ZIMBABWE
Syracuse University Study Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 • DIPA@suadmin.syr.edu

note my little sister wrote about kill
ing herself. She had trouble reading
and writing and got into drugs in seventh grade. She didn't feel like trying
anymore and had the pills all lined
up. She didn't end up doing anything
and the whole thing may have been
for attention. Sometimes I wonder
about how everybody woulda reacted
if she did. Cause nobody truly takes
a little pop off of a kid too seriously,
especially if she's a girll
Everyday seemed to be around 75
degrees in Encinitas. Everyone went
ta the beach cause we lived so close.
The teachers all told me I had a
chance ta go ta college fer free cause
a my grades. My pops came out and
told me I could be a pro surfer and
that he was gonna teach me all the
shit he knew. My moms said I was
gonna be a gentleman with the ladies,
said I was gonna know how ta treat
em right if it was the only thing she
taught me. My friends said I should
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be a career criminal on account I was
always stealin' shit and never got
caught. My counselor at school told
me ta keep writin' eyerydayjand start
readin' and readin' and readin'. He
said if I did, one day I might become
a writer. And I always kept my ears
open and listened ta what everybody
thought was best fer me ta do. Course
I always wanted ta be a singer. It was
always around 75 degrees in
Encinitas!
^
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At a Glance
Men's Basketball The Tiger's
took an early exit in the Big West
Conference Championship in the
first round, losing to eventual tour
nament champions San Jose State
77-57.This was the third time in the
last four years that the Tigers have
been defeated in the first round of
the BWC Tournament. UOP's up
and down season is over.
Women's Basketball- UOP won
it's first two tournament games
against UC Santa Barbara and UC
Irvine to put themselves in a posi
tion to play in the championship
game.Unfortunately, the Tigers fell
•short of their dreams, losing to Ha
waii 68-64.Tiger Kate McAllister
bounced back from her injury and
became the tournament MVP.This
was the first time since 1991 that a
losing team had this individual rec
ognition.
Men's Volleyball-The No. 7 Ti
gers should have improved their
national rankings as they defeated
No. 8 USC last week, 15-5, 14-16,
15-13, 15-12.Greg Wakeham had 29
kills and 13 digs while Martin
Berkenkamp added 20 kills and 16
digs.The Tiger's face No. 1 Hawaii
this evening and Saturday in Ho
nolulu.
Women's Water Polo-The
Tiger's dropped their match last
week, to Stanford 12-4.Maggie
Phillips led the Tigers with two
goals.UOP is now 2-5.The Tigers
take on Stanford again tomorrow at
Kjeldsen Pool at 4:00 p.m.
Women's Tennis - UOP lost to
Washington 5-4 last week.the
Tiger's next match is Wednesday at
Saint Mary's.
Softball- The Tiger's are cur
rently ranked No. 21 in the Nation.
They will be competing in the Cel
lular One Tournament in Sacra
mento, Calif, this weekend.
Baseball-The 12-9 Tigers fin
ished in fourth place in the Pepsi/
Johnny Quick Tournament in
Fresno last week.UOP second
baseman Mike Abernathy was
named to.the AlLTourney team.
Golf- The Tigers finished in
third place in the Oregon Invita
tional last week.Herbert Forster was
the leading Tiger, firing 71-69-72—

212.

Olympic wait is over for Schumacher
THE RECORD OF STOCKTON
Brad Schumacher does not have
to wait any more. The University of
the Pacifjc swimmer tied for third in
the 100-meter freestyle at the U.S.
Olympic swimming Trials on Friday
in Indianapolis, qualifying for the
team that will swim in Atlanta in July.
By finishing in the top four,
Schumacher assured himself a spot on
the 400 freestyle relay team. It also
assured him a spot on the 800 free
relay team. He had finished sixth in
the 200 on Wednesday, but his spot
on the Olympic team could not be
guaranteed until the actual number
of swimmers who qualified in differ
ent events was determined.
"1 don't think it's really hit me
yet," Schumacher said. "It's exciting,

but I still have a lot of work to do."
But on
Friday,
anyway,
Schumacher could savor his position
among the nation's elite swimmers.
"I always felt I could become one
of the top swimmers. Now 1 am,"
Schumacher said. "No one can take
that away from me. Now it's legiti
mate. I did what I had to do and I'm
one of the top guys in the country."
With his performance, he turned
some heads, including that of Jon
Olsen, who won the 100.
"We've got some good rookies,"
Olsen said. 'Look at Brad, who's had
a stud meet."
Schumacher's 100 free time of
49.97 was the exact time of Josh Davis
and the third best in Friday's final.
(Printed with permission from
the Record of Stockton)

Brad Schumacher

Basketball

March madness hits full stride
CHRIS HOULE

Pacifican guest writer

Basketball fans everywhere are
smiling. So is Dick Vitale, and so are
all of those who don't necessarily like
basketball, but love the drama of fill
ing out those bracket sheets. Why?
Because March Madness is here. Yes,
the NCAA Basketball Championships
are taking place this month and as
Vitale, the hyperactive, balding, bas
ketball analyst would say, "It's awe
some, baby!"
Beginning last Thursday and con
tinuing for two more weeks, 64 men's
college basketball teams will battle
each other for the chance to play in
the national championship game on
April 1. 64 women's teams are also
squaring off for two more weeks cul
minating with their championship
game on March 31.
It is the "Big Dance" and not ev
erybody is invited. Small colleges get
to play national powerhouses, un
known schools look to pull off major
upsets, and "sleeper" teams emerge
from nowhere to make a run at the
national championship.
March Madness has also become
a tradition for people getting in
volved in the local office pool. Fill
ing out the bracket sheets and follow
ing your teams throughout the tour
nament has become commonplace
during the last three weeks in March.
Basketball fans or not, people love the

opportunity to make their picks as to
who will win the tournament, and
who will go home early.
So what exactly are the secrets to
picking the winners and losers? Well,
we researched the NCAA tournament
field and some local office pools to
find some of the more unusual meth
ods for picking teams during tourna
ment time. Here they are:
Underdogs—Look no further
than our own Big West Conference.
San Jose State surprised many by win
ning the Big West Tournament. At 1316, they were one of two teams with
a losing record to make the tourna
ment, the other being Central Florida
(11-18). Western Carolina and
Colgate, the other number 16 seeds,
are also long shots to win the title.
No-names—Why not pick a Final
Four made up of these teams:
Monmouth, Canisius, Valaparaiso,
and Austin Peay. Or go with Drexel,
Bradley, Northeast Louisiana, and
Virginia Commonwealth. Bonus
points to you if you know where these
school are.
Academic Institutions—Some
people pick according to a school's
high academic reputation. In that
case go with Stanford, Colgate, Santa
Clara, and Princeton.
Past Champions—If you go with
the past four college basketball cham
pions, then you've got UCLA (1995),
Arkansas (1994), North Carolina
(1993), and Duke (1992). That's not

a bad foursome.
Schools With Great Football
Reputations—Penn St., Oklahon.
Texas, and Michigan. Formidableo|
ponents on New Year's Day Bo\>
Games, but this year's Final Four1
NCAA—If you 'use the initials
N.C.A.A., then here are some Fin.
Four possibilities:
N - Northeast Louisiana, Nort
Carolina, North Carolina
Green
boro, New Mexico, Northern Illinois
or New Orleans
C - Canisius, Cal, Clemson, Cin
cinnati, Colgate, Connecticut, or
Central Florida
A - Arkansas or Austin Peay
A - Arizona
Take your pick!
Traveling Distance—These teams
probably had to catch the red-ew
flights to get to their destination
Stanford and New Mexico go cross
country to the East Region whi
Maryland, Clemson, Syracuse, an
George Washington go out West
UCLA gets the fun of traveling to tl
Southeast Region while Villanova an
Wake Forest go all the way to tl
Midwest Region.
Famous Coaches—One of the la
est Taco Bell commercials shows us
three famous coaches, John Thomp
son of Georgetown (promising so
tacos), Bob Knight of Indiana (prom
ising hard tacos), and Rick Pitino i
See March Madness page 2*
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gers fall four points
(iort of their dreams
![SONT.

CORTEWAY

fican staff writer
he Tigers went into this year's
•est Championship Tournament
a lot of questions about themCan they play without Missy
Will Kate McAllister be healthy
jh to contribute? Could the Timake it to the championship
•eforthe second year in a row?
;he answer to all of the above
tions was yes. The Tigers showed
courage in the face of adversity
s losing Missy Ross to a season
iiog injury and possibly losing
McAllister to an ankle sprain
ngthe last game of the season,
or the second year in a row the
rs made it to the final game of
SWC Tournament, losing to Ha68-64. In the process, the Tigers
il Long Beach State in the open!round, upset the first-place UC
:ta Barbara Gauchos, and Kate
Ulister became the first player to
live the tournament MVP honor
ma losing team since 1991.
McAllister, playing with an insed ankle, scored 20 points and 10
loiinds against Long Beach State,
c22points and 8 rebounds against
Irvine, and scored 28 points
instconference champion Hawaii,
he Tiger's upset of UC Santa Barin the second round of the tournent was remarkable. Sue Will hit
'game winning jump shot with
seconds left in double over time,
iobody thought that the Tigers
a chance of upsetting the firstEd (22-5) Gauchos. Santa Barbara
)na 12 game winning streak and
m 20 of their last 21 games.
Die difference in this game and
ast time we played Santa Barbara
at we took care of what we call
v
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The women's water polo team is working hard in their inaugural season as
a division one sport.
Coach Mel deMarchi
the itsy-bitsy teeny-weeny things,"
said Coach Mel DeMarchi. "We
played every play until the whistle
blew. We didn't stop playing if we got
bumped or hit."
The Rainbow Wahines of Univer
sity of Hawaii were out to ruin the
dreams of UOP making it the NCAA's
(Unfortunately, they succeeded in
beating the Tigers in the Champion
ship game 68-64).
UOP, playing it's third game in 43
hours could not withstand a late Ha
waii run that put them ahead for
good at the 1:25 mark.
"1 don't think anyone can hang
their head," DeMarchi said. "We
played our hearts out and that s all
that mattered. People are, of course,
upset because we lost our last game.
But we know each person left every
thing they had on the floor. We know
we couldn't have done more."
DeMarchi brought out the best in
her players. They played unselfishly,
showed tremendous courage in the
face of adversity, and played with
confidence and pride.
Next season should be a good one
for the Tigers. UOP returns McAllister
(who should be an All-America can
didate next year), and Missy Ross.
Good luck to next years' Tigers.

Women's water polo kicks
off their inaugural season
KATHY BAY HA
Pacifican guest writer
Speed, strength, endurance, and
mental power are all important com
ponents in the gruelling game of
women's water polo. It is one of the
fastest growing women's sports, es
pecially in California. It also hap
pens to be UOP's most recent addi
tion to their intercollegiate sports at
the Division-1 level.
The 17 players have been train
ing since September under the
coaching of Susan Ortwein. Some
also swam for UOP's women's swim
team, and two basketball players
have now joined the team.
The 1995-96 team includes:
Tami Albright, Kathy Bayha, Allison
Chesterman, Erica Fox, Sarah
Hackett, Danielle Letts, Kate
McAllister, Laurie McKinnie, Erika
Merritt, Maggie Phillips, Christina
Randall, Stacie Rodriguez, Kenna
Sasser, Carrie Tucker, Brook Votaw,
Jennifer Wickham, and Stephanie
Young.
While it is still early in the sea

son, the team has already travelled
to Santa Barbara, Stanford, and
Davis to compete against some ex
perienced teams.
Although the games have been
tough and the scoreboard has not
always been on their side, this fresh
new team has more energy and de
termination than ever. I hey have
come away with two victories so far
One victory over Santa Cruz and the
other over the Santa Barbara B-Team
The team as a whole has made
major improvements since the first
game just three weeks ago. With the
drive and focus these women have
for water polo, the season looks very
promising. They definitely have the
support they need from students,
faculty, and parents cheering them
on at all their games, and with the
new sponsorship from PowerBar
they will be fueled up to play hard
at the next few home games.
So make sure you are there to
cheer on our new women's water
polo team against Stanford at the
Kjeldson Pool on Friday, March 22
at 4 p.m.

Tiger Notes
McAllister BWC
Ornament M V P
McAllister earned the Big
nference tournament MVP
st week for her outstanding
lat makes this accomplish?n more significant was the
McAllister was injured the
ore with a severely sprained
lcAllister scored 20 points
abounds against Long Beach
d 22 points and 8 rebounds
UC Irvine, and scored 28
;ainst conference champion
llister is the first tournaMP from a losing team since

1991. "I'd give it all up to go to the
NCAA's. It's all about winning as a
team," said McAllister.

Wakeham earns more honors
(The Record) The honors keep
rolling in for junior right side hitter
Greg Wakeham. Named two weeks
ago as National and Mountain Pacific
Snorts Federation player of the week,
Wakeham was named Ricoh's "Name
to Know" player of the month for
February. The award, started in 1995
by Ricoh, a company that makes o fice products and is a sponsor of USA
Volleyball, recognizes Division 1
men's and women's volleyball play

ers. They are selected by a team of
media representatives.
Wakeham, who follows MPSF
member Yuval Katz of Hawaii as a re
cipient of the award this season, led
the Tigers to an 8-2 record in Febru
ary, including first ever wins over
USC, Stanford, BYU and San Diego
State In those 10 matches Wakeham
hit .384 with 285 kills. He had 43
blocks, 52 digs and four service aces.

Baseball finishes fourth
The Tiger's defeated Oregon State
in the opening round of the tourna
ment 6-2. UOP defeated New Mexico
in the second round of the tourna

ment 5-0. UOP then lost their next
three games to Portland St. 8-6,
Creighton 14-5, and Oregon St. 112.

UOP golf is hot!
After winning the Aldilla Clas
sic a few weeks back, the Tigers had
another strong finish last week
when they finished third in the Or
egon Invitational. The Tigers shot
293-288-290—872, to finish eight
stroked behind San Jose State and
Oregon State.
The Tiger's next Tournament is
the Pacific Coast Invitational, start
ing on Thursday, March 27.

Sports
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No hope in sight for downsized football program
SHANNY EAGLE
Pacifican guest writer
Nick Sellers and Jason Evans have
had to put their dreams of reviving
the dead football program to rest.
Their plan, "The Path to Success," did
not even make it before the Board of
Regents before making it to the trash
can.
"We are no longer sons of this
university," said Sellers and Evans.
The two ex-football players put
together their proposal in hopes of
finding a way make football work at
UOP.
They presented the proposal to
the Head of the Board of Regents, Bob
Monagan. Monagan reviewed the
proposal, but denied their request to
show it to the Board.
"Basically we found out the hard
way how much our degrees and edu
cation are worth, because a man with
a degree from UOP doesn't even get
a chance to sit before a Board and
present our idea," said Evans.
"We were treated like we had no
value and our word meant nothing like kids," said Sellers.
The proposal they created was
designed to make UOP football finan
cially self sufficient not long after the
turn of the century at the Division 1-

AA "cost containment" level.
Being a Division 1-AA school
would mean UOP could keep the
same rules, but with less scholarships,
and less travel expenses.
Evans and Sellers met with sev
eral college athletic directors from
Division 1-AA level schools for help
to put together an accurate budget
and potential schedule.
They talked to the president of
the NCAA, who has sent them forms
and information about running this
program. Their proposal covers every
thing from equipment, to insurance,
to hotel room prices for away games.
"They have put a lot of heart into
this proposal," said Assistant Athletic
Director, Cindy Spiro.
Spiro says that the obstacles with
football are mainly due to external
factors such as outside funding and
outside scheduling.
"I cannot anticipate it occurring
in the near future," said Spiro.
Monagan said that he encourages
Evans and Sellers in their plight, but
that according to NCAA rules, when
a program is suspended, a year must
pass before a new one can be set up.
"We just suspended it, not can
celled it," said Monagan.
He said that he did not bring it
before the Board because it will be up

"If Your Car's Not Going,
We'll be Towing!"

BMT TOWING
"24 Hr. Emergency Towing and Recovery"

(209) 463-8006
1-800-588-4TOW

P.O. Box 31597
Stockton, CA 95213

Pacific Athletic Foundation Member

Call Us First
ForSolutionsToYour Business & Personal

COMPUTER NEEDS
SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR
Mac & IBM Compatible
Computers & Accessories
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Season analysis

That orange and black magic'
NELSON T. CORTEWAY
Pacifican Sports Editor
That "old or
ange and black
magic" was at it
again in the Big
West Confer
ence Tourna
ment last week,
as the Tigers
were ousted by a
less talented and more hungry San
Jose State Spartan team, 77-57.
The Tiger's early exit was the
third time in the last four years that
they have been defeated in the first
round. Going to the BWC Tourna
ment should generate a feeling of
hope and excitement for Tiger fans,
instead it is becomingthe low point
of the season. The Tiger's have
showed no poise, no mental tough
ness, and no desire to succeed in the
BWC Tournament.
What does it take to motivate
our men's team members? During
the Tiger's poor effort against the
Spartans last Friday, it was evident
that our team was not ready to play
or at least not willing to play. The
only player that seemed to demon
strate the courage necessary for suc
cess was Vic Trierweiler who went
6-8 shooting and was the only Tiger
who made his presence known.
UOP's effort in this years tour
nament could be described as the
entire season in a nutshell: disap
pointing!
Throughout the season, the

Tiger's were riding peaks and valleys
UOP's key wins came against Fresno
State, along with two fourgamev.in
streaks at the end of the season
Their key losses were against Si
Mary's (I threw up watching this
game), Santa Clara (a respectablloss), Cal State Fullerton, and obvi
ously San Jose State twice. Along
with those losses there were plenC
of other missed opportunities to
win, including numerous (numer
ous meaning way too many) doubldigit leads by the Tigers that endeb
up in defeat.
On the good side, the Tigers had
their fourth winning season in a ro'
with a record of 15-12. On theba :
side, it could have and should have
been much better. The Tigers could
have and should have had a 20-wi
season, not because they are so tal
ented but because they were in position to win so many games anddie
not.
The Tigers should have one of
the best years in Pacific basketba
history next season. There are so
many positives for UOP to build on
from this season. Adam Jacobso:
will be the leader of the squad no'
year along with Vic Trierweiler
Both of these players have spei
their entire collegiate career here
UOP and should make outstandircontributions to next year's pn
gram.
Along with Trierweiler an
Jacobson, there is a cast of Tgers

^ comPAd
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704 West Swain Road

the impression that they just dr:
care, and after the effort we put ia
do not appreciate that," said Sells
Sellers and Evans said that th,
are moving on. Sellers moved bad
Birmingham, Alabama, Wedn«d<
Evans will transfer to San Jose St
in the fall.
"I do not know if the peopleo
there that support football are wa
ing for the dust to settle or what, b
we are exhausted," said Sellers.

Authorized Dealer For:

IBM

Complete Network Support

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

for consideration on their agenda for
in the coming years.
According to Sellers and Evans,
Monagan never told them of this
NCAA rule. They said that Monagan
did not even call them to tell them
the status of the proposal, nor did he
offer any explanations for not being
let into the meetings.
"1 would have liked to have heard
something about that one way or
another. Hearing nothing gives me

v
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jc awards

ainey, Randall honored as UOP's best scholar athletes
E RECORD OF STOCKTON
Ryan Mainey juggles his golf
with his academics, his wife,

ce

and his nearly 3-year-old son,
tfiell.
,ut the University of the Pacific
£!(,r seems to be handling it all
, Well, thank you, and last week
honored along with senior bas
il player Christina Randall as a
West Conference scholar-athlete
tie year.
Mainey, a business administramajor, and Randall, a sports
icine major, were honored at a
heon held in Reno during the Big
it Basketball tournament.

dysis• fiued from page 22

rare showing great promise.Mark

tier, also a four year veteran at
will take his leadership and abilinto next year's season.Rayne
affey showed tremendous imement this year and should be a
ninant force for UOP next
lonty Owens will take this years
hence and be twice the player
i he was last year.
Probably most important is the

A

11

Mainey earned Academic AllAmerica honors in 1994 and 1995.
He has been honored for his athletic
and academic success by both UOP
and the Big West for three years.
In the classroom he carries a 3.3
grade-point average and on the golfcourse he has a 74.6 percent scoring
average.
"He's the most consistent player
on the team," gold coach Eric Arnold
said. "In the fall he had our team's
lowest scoring average."
I don't make a whole lot of mis
takes," Mainey said: "I have high ex
pectations. There's not a whole lot
of tournaments I walk away from feel
ing I did good. I do all right. I rarely

finish outside the top 25, but I also
very rarely finish inside the top 5."
His goal, Mainey said, is to win a
tournament before his final season is
over and to go on to a professional
golfing career.
"I asked (Arnold) what the big
difference is between me and the guys
who are winning tournaments,"
Mainey said: "He said just a couple
of putts. I'm taking steps to make sure
I make a couple more putts."
Randall, a fifth-year senior who
missed a year while rehabilitating her
right knee after tearing the anterior
cruciate ligament as a freshman, car
ries a 3.66 GPA. On the court, she has
been the Tiger's captain for three

years and was a starting guard this
year.
"She's the epitome of the studentathlete," basketball coach Melissa
DeMarchi said. "This is a great
achievement for her. It culminates a
great career at UOP. She was a starter
this year. We got into the champion
ship game (of the Big West Champi
onship) and she got accepted by the
physical therapy school. She's had a
great couple of weeks. She's put a lot
of time and energy into that and is
deserving of all that recognition."

future of Michael Olowokandi.To be
quite frank, Pacific needs a dominant
player.Olowokandi is the guy.If he
can continue to improve, there will
not be anyone who can stop him.If
he becomes the force that he is ca
pable of, he will make everyone bet
ter (especially Jacobson...since he will
not have all the scoring pressure on
himj.Olowokandi has the potential to
be a professional basketball player.If
UOP is ever going to get to the next
level, they will need someone to take

them there. That person needs to be
Olowokandi.

achievement.
If the Tigers are to improve next
year they will need a serious gut
check.They need to come together
and decide to refuse to lose. That kind
of attitude is the attitude of winning
teams.We lacked that attitude last
year. Bob Thomason is a good coach,
we have good players, it is time that
we stop accepting mediocrity. Good
luck next year, let's bring a champi
onship home to UOP.

I expect nothing less than
an 18 win season next
year for the Tigers.
1 expect nothing less than an 18
win season next year for the Tigers.
Anything less would be a great under

Discount Ice Skating
at the Oak Park Ice Arena
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-Baked on premises
-18 variations of bagels
-16 variations of cream cheese
-Best lunch in town
-Deli eat in or take out
-Full Express Bar

This coupon, whan presented at the OAK PARK ICE
ARENA, is good only for Public Sessions when no otfisr
promotions are In session for ONE FREE ADMISSION
WITH ONE PAID ADMISSION.

Slgn«<J_

Participant
One coupon par customer. Sksrto rontsl: ST -SO
CITV OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION

3545 Alvarado Steet in Oak Park
Phone (209) 937-7432
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Bagel Express

ness Center

We call it pride,
rr
bagel lovers call it heaven!

'Come ShapeMffjpB^^The Summer
$30 Mem^QhJi^th This Ad
(For 133* l5ail^^>f'T%^emester!)

1461 West March Lane, Stockton

209-952-2435

Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm; Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4 pm
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Buy one bagel
with cream
cheese and
get a small
fountain drink
or gourmet
coffee free.
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Buy one
Dagel and get
**iC|] the second
gSgi
one free.
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Basketball

Farewell to UOP seniors

UOP men's basketball seniors Matt de la Pena and Charles Jones
finished their senior year at UOP this year. Jones was an All-Big
West selection last year while de la Pena added depth to the Tiger's
three point attack.

Take
Stock
inAmerica

SAVINGS
.BONDS

2nd Set of Prints

Tiger women's basketball seniors Connie Blaisure, Leslie Cox, Tina
Miteko, Christina Randall, and Sue Will were four points away from
achieving their "hoop dreams."

March Madness
continued from page 20
Kentucky (promising both). You can
find a famous fourth in Mike
Krzyewski of Duke or Dean Smith of
North Carolina.
Star Players—There are plenty of
superstars leading their teams to
wards a championship in this year's
field. Some good choices would be
Tim Duncan and Wake Forest, Marcus
Camby and UMASS, Allen Iverson
and Georgetown, Ray Allen and Con» necticut, Kerry Kittles and Villanova,
and Jacque Vaughn and his Kansas
Jayhawks.
Nicknames—Probably, one of the
more interesting ways to make picks
is by nicknames. If you happen to like
Wildcats, you are in luck. Kentucky,
Arizona, Villanova, and Kansas State
all answer to the Wildcats.

If you just like interesting, off-thewall nicknames, then here is a list of
odd ones to choose from: the Phoe
nix of Wisconsin-Green Bay, the
Hokies of Virginia Tech, the Golden
Griffins of Canisius, the Pilots of Port
land, the Boilermakers of Purdue, the
Catamounts of Western Carolina, the
Red Raiders of Texas Tech, the Demon
Deacons of Wake Forest, and the
Golden Hurricane of Tulsa.
Although the first two rounds of
the tournament are complete and
some of these teams are already gone,
the madness continues for two more
weeks. The mixture of excitement,
uncertainty, and surprise during these
tournaments bring about some wild
and crazy outcomes. So cheers to
March Madness, and good luck with
your picks.

Bring in your color film for developing & printing at
the regular price . . . Get a Second Set of Prints

FREE!
Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard
color print film
110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints
Standard size or oversized 4 X 6

"Processing by Qpiu

Kodak
PREMIUM PROCESM*

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Books . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
Sale ends March 28, 1996.

